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HEADMASTER'S REPORT 1972

In welcoming the Lord Privy Seal and Leader
of the House of Lords as the School's Principal
Guest, the Headmaster recalled that Earl Jellicoe
had paid two visits to the School in 1964 when he
was Minister of Defence for the Royal Navy.
He had presented mementoes of his illustrious
father to the School Library which, like the
Handicraft Centre, bore his name.

The Handicraft Centre, which had been opened
by Earl Jellicoe's mother in 1951 was now being
extended, not because of any inadequacy in the
original provision, but because the facilities pro-
vided had stimulated an enormous growth of
interest in Technical Studies. In 1971 there had
been well over 100 examination candidates in
these subjects and it was proposed to add 'A'
Level courses in the coming year.

The 123 GCE candidates in all subjects in 1971
had gained 92 subject passes at Advanced Level
and 553 at Ordinary Level, and the 63 CSE
candidates had gained 135 Grades I in a total of
419 Grades 1—4. The 'A' Level candidates had,
as had been hoped, provided Cadetships, at one
and the same time, for all four Services and 18
University placements, four at Cambridge and the
School's first ever at Oxford.

In the year 1971-72 we had embarked with a
new Director of Greenwich Hospital, Mr.
Whittuck, new Deputy and Assistant Head-
masters in Mr. Hardy and Mr. Morris, and 124
new boys — the largest ever single entry. In
mid-October the School's peaceful passage had
been rudely disturbed by the blowing up of the
engine which made gas for the laboratory bunsen
burners, scattering its housing far and wide.
Expert explanation of this event had not yet been
forthcoming but gleaming white masonry adjacent
to the Saluting Base now replaced the damaged
housing.

The Headmaster then mentioned that for the
first time ever School running costs would exceed
£im, or more than £700 per boy. The fees

would rise to £180 p.a. and would have to be
reviewed annually while costs continued to rise.

The steady growth of the Old Boys' Association
was reflected in the largest number of Old Boys
— 180 — ever to attend the Annual Reunion in
June. The gathering was saddened by the death,
only a week before, of Engineer Rear-Admiral
Sir Sydney Frew, the last survivor of a quartet
of Old Boy Admirals, of whom the other mem-
bers were Sir Philip Enright, Sir Benjamin Martin
and James Figgins.

Among School activities had been a full
inspection of the CCF Contingent. Admiral
Dunlop had written to the Headmaster that he
was impressed by everything he saw, perhaps
most of all by the tone, manners and enthusiasm
of the boys. Our older boys had been very active
in assisting elderly residents, as well as the
geriatric hospital at Tattingstone and the Cheshire
Home at Great Bromley. A new departure had
been the Spring Bank Holiday Fete in aid of the
Royal National Lifeboat Institution, which with
little help from the weather and a great deal of
efficiency and enthusiasm from Commander
Lamb and his helpers, had enabled us to send
£501.24 to the RNLI.

In games we had been most successful in Life
Saving in which our teams had won both the
County Men's and Boys' Championships, and at
Chess in which we had supplied for the first time
the winner of the Suffolk Under-15 Championship.

In addition to the extensions to the Handicraft
Centre there would be under the same contract
an Engineering Workshop for the CCF, altera-
tions to the ground floor accommodation of St.
Vincent and the re-bedding of its dormitories.
These latter innovations, if successful, would be
applied to the other ten boarding houses. The
Headmaster also hoped, in this, his fiftieth term
in office, that a solution for providing more
privacy for senior boys would be implemented
during his remaining terms.



The Headmaster then went on to recall the
aims and intentions based on the original 1694
Charter of Greenwich Hospital, which stated that
the School was a Christian but undenominational
foundation for the sustentation and education of
the sons of sailors. There was no doubt that
education was being met adequately, not only
for the higher ranges of ability, but for those with
lower aspirations. Sustentation covered both
physical and pastoral care, and the latter aspect
of it in particular remained one of the chief
functions of the School. The School, since it be-
lieved that the Christian way of life was highest
and best, had an absolute duty to present it as
such and relate it to present personal living.

The end product of these intentions was the
typical RHS boy who had been described some
years ago by a person whose judgement the
Headmaster much respected as "Robust and self-
reliant in character; open, cheerful and courteous
in manner". Both parents, in their readiness to
send their sons to the School, and universities and
employers in their readiness to accept its boys,
indicated satisfaction with what the School
provided. But a third group had to be taken into
consideration — the boys themselves. Some of
these, entering early adulthood, tended to regard
pastoral care as synonymous with restriction of
liberty and the Christian way of life as meaning-
less in modern society, and held views which if
permitted to be pushed fully home would lead to
anarchy.

Sometimes such boys could not distinguish be-
tween fundamental principles and such trappings
as styles of hair and dress. If the fundamental
ideas were right-minded the trappings did not
matter in essence, and there could be give and
take over them, but sometimes they were adopted
as a deliberate gesture to show that there was a
fundamental difference of outlook. But the
fundamental principles for which the School
stood could not be changed without changing
away the School altogether, and any Headmaster
who permitted this to happen would fail in his
duty to both the School and the Country. We
should become enthusiasts not for our rights but
for what is right.

Turning to Staff matters, the Headmaster wel-
comed the new School Chaplain, the Reverend
J. Hall-Matthews, and referred to the completion
of their tenure as Housemasters by Mr. Curtis
and Mr. Chapman, and their succession at Hood
and Collingwood respectively by Mr. Cairns and
Mr. Vingoe. He thanked Mr. Curtis and Mr.
Chapman for their assiduous and devoted efforts.

The departure of Mr. Uffold and Mr. McMillan
to more senior posts in other Schools and of
Mr. Smurthwaite to South Africa, and Mr. Oliver
to University for a further professional course
meant four new teaching appointments next term
which would be supplemented by two new addi-
tional posts. The School's Assistant Francais, M.
Coutelle, would also be leaving for France to
continue his professional training. The Head-

master thanked all the leavers for their efforts
and wished all happiness to Mr. Uffold and Miss
Reeve, Housematron of Nelson, in their forth-
coming marriage.

The Headmaster went on to thank the Teach-
ing, Administrative and Industrial Staffs for their
maintained efforts. He made special mention of
Mr. Anderson's foresight in acquiring sufficient
stocks of coal to carry the School through the
Coal strike with heating systems maintained; and
he also appreciated the help of the CPO Boys
led by Tim Redmond.

He concluded by thanking the Committee of
Management and in particular its Chairman, Mr.
Kirk and its Vice-Chairman Mr. Whittuck, for
their guidance and support.

SPEECH DAY 1972
Out of the cloudlessly blue sky and shimmering

heat descended the Right Honourable Earl
Jellicoe, P.C.. D.S.O., M.C., like some twentieth
century messenger from the gods, which in some
sense he was, as Lord Privy Seal and Leader of
the House of Lords. But wait a minute, he had
only just touched down in the Naval Helicopter
in order to ask the way to the official landing
place which was the field outside Holbrook
House. Far from being an anti-climax it served
to whet our appetites for further tricks which he
must conceal up his civilian sleeve. Nor did he
disappoint us.

To be fair, pride of place of a Royal Hospital
School Speech Day must be given to the boys
collectively, and the drill staff for the sheer vast
labour involved in sweated hours of "bull". But
the "pay-off" was worth it. Occupying a position
from the terrace, the spectator witnessed a scene
of Naval drill, turn-out, marching and counter-
marching, competently accompanied by a band
which would have done credit to an adult unit,
which would not easily be forgotten. The blazing
white of the uniforms set against the baked tar-
mac, with the green field beyond, and the
Mediterranean blue of the River Stour Estuary,
with the green North Essex coast beyond that
and all canopied with an azure sky — it all made
one begin to believe that infallible tradition that
Speech Day is always a glorious day.

The Chairman, Mr. P. M. Kirk, MP, the Parlia-
mentary Under Secretary of State for Defence
for the Royal Navy and Chairman of the
Management Committee of the Royal Hospital
School, demonstrated the art of Chairmanship
with consummate skill, humour and unruffled
calm. The Headmaster presented his report with
his usual clarity, managing to compress the
schools achievements over the academic year into
a short, pithy but fully comprehensive speech,
which was no mean achievement in itself.

After the distribution of prizes, Earl Jellicoe
was called upon to give his address. Searching for
an opening gambit until the eleventh hour, he
had randomly sampled a fifth form prize, where
his eyes rested upon . . ." Speaking frankly to the



winds, it is Agamemnon's sleeping hour" . . . from
Shakespeare's Troilus and Cressida. He had found
the job of Minister of Defence for the Navy a very
satisfactory one, but now, as Lord Privy Seal,
he really did not know what was entailed in this
exalted new role. Lord Asquith, it was rumoured,
was at one time in the same position, except that
he was Keeper of the Great Seal as well. He kept
the Great Seal in the grate and the Privy Seal in
the "Privy". With regard to his other job as
President of the House of Lords, he was reminded
that one of his predecessors, Lord Devonshire,
was reputed to have dreamt that he was making
a speech in the House of Lords, when he woke
up to find that he was.

He had not followed a naval career like his
illustrious father, but had served with the British
Army and been on secondment to a Free French
Unit for some time, who were extraordinarily
French and extraordinarily Free. After the war,
he had been summoned to attend some ceremony
at the Invalides, in Paris, where on a huge parade
ground, there was a thin line of splendidly uni-
formed officers, which the British contingent, in
pin stripes, bowler hats and umbrellas were re-
quested to join. When he attached himself to the
end of the line, he puffed out his chest at the
ready to receive any medals of honour which
might be bestowed from the tall gaunt figure of
General De Gaulle himself. When he came to the
Jellicoe chest, the General paused and said, "Je
regrette, monsieur, mais je n'ai rien pour vous" —
which as Earl Jellicoe explained for the benefit
of the less erudite, being interpreted meant,
"Nothing for you!"

Earl Jellicoe expressed gratitude for the Hoi-
brook weather and congratulated the cadets for
hardly any of them keeling over. He expressed
gratitude to the cadet who was responsible for the
premature fusillade, which had the effect of
keeping every one on his toes. He congratulated
the parents for their well-begotten offspring. He
congratulated the staff mainly for their increase
in salaries, for, he said, whereas in 1964 it cost
£400 per year to keep a boy at Holbrook, and now
in 1972 it cost £720 — the cost of staff salaries in
1964 had been £66,000 but in 1972 had risen to
£138,000.

He congratulated the school on a fine academic
record; in 1964 there had been one University
entrant, while in 1972, there were 15. Two of
these were going to the best University namely,
Cambridge (he said this to counter-act the pro-
paganda that Mr. Kirk had made on the
superiority of Oxford).

He congratulated the members of the school
on having a magnificent age in which to live. This
was an age of enormous change and great oppor-
tunity. We were fortunate to be living in such a
country as we do. He had thought, while looking
down on the peaceful countryside from the
Chairman's 'Chopper' that below him existed
probably the kindest and kindliest population in
the world. There was an upsurge of cultural

activity today. This country was the most politi-
cally mature one in the world. Then, on a more
sombre note, he added that in the two and a half
decades since the war, our record of economic
achievement was not very good. The rising
generation had the opportunity to keep all the
precious assets of the nation, and at the same
time recover our economic stability. He was im-
pressed at the scope and variety of careers being
embarked on by the boys, sociologists, engineers,
caterers, Her Majesty's Forces — to mention but
a few. One poor misguided boy apparently
wanted to become a politician.

There were two Jellicoe recipes for success and
enjoyment which he wanted to hand on. Firstly,
and unfortunately one which he discovered in the
late afternoon of life, roughly between tea-time
and cocktail time, and this was DO WHATEVER
YOU DO FULL-BLOODEDLY. Secondly, as an
infallible rule of life, DO AS JELLICOE
PREACHES BUT NOT WHAT JELLICOE
PRACTISES.

The frequent laughter and applause showed
that Earl Jellicoe had made his mark, and
Timothy Redmond as Head of School thanked
him, and in answer to the question, "What on
earth does the Lord Privy Seal do?", he wanted
it to be known that amongst other things, Earl
Jellicoe was a chief promoter for the Sale of the
Concorde in the Far East, and also had been one
of those responsible for helping to restore the
country to normality after the recent Power
Crisis. In fact, it was clear that the Earl was an
extremely busy man and that he and the school
were very grateful to him for sparing so much of
his time to visit the school and distribute the
prizes.

Redmond admitted that he had asked his
comrades for advice on what to say on such an
auspicious occasion. One piece of advice he
thought worthy of particular mention, and that
was the words of Don Jon the Bastard in "Much
Ado", which were: " I thank you. I am a man of
few words but I thank you".

The various Exhibitions were stunningly im-
pressive; guests, parents, teachers and pupils
visited them at various points around the school
buildings after being welcomed individually by
the Headmaster and his wife personally, and after
being given an excellent tea. If the parents needed
reminding that their various offspring were re-
ceiving superb value for money, these exhibitions
certainly did just that and more. It is daunting
to write about them, because space does not
permit the full eulogies and individual congratu-
lations which they richly deserve.

Messrs. Edwards, Eatock, Crick and Born
were responsible for the Chemistry section.
Messrs. Brooke and Gentry must have worked
round the clock to arrange all the objets d'art,
which like many of the exhibitions needed a full
afternoon to themselves to do justice to them.
In the Library was a vast Crafts exhibition of
Woodwork, Metalwork and Technical Drawing



arranged by Messrs. Hall, Curtiss, Markham and
Simon. The Naval Instructors had arranged all
the gadgetry and wizardry of the Senior Service
in the Seamanship Room. Messrs. O'Brien and
Everard had arranged a Mathematics exhibition,
and Mr. Everard also had an Aeromodelling
exhibition. The Chaplain and Mr. Davis had
arranged an exhibition in the Chapel, where Mr.
Woodward had loaned his stereo equipment in
order to reproduce past and recent musical gems
from the Choirs extensive repertoire. Mr. Powell
had arranged an impressive gymnastic display.
Messrs. Long, Home, March and Williams had
combined to show that the History Department
was bursting with vitality. Messrs. Bartleet, Good
and Hawkins were showing a sample of some of
the Boy's projects, while Messrs. Brown and
Mayers used their customary Library corner to
show something of the Careers section of the
school. Mr. Born showed a careers film. There
was even a mini-display of some of the English
Hobby Project work by Mr. Paterson. An
apology is given to any one, and there must be
several, whose names have been omitted or not
given the precedence they deserve, but the truth is
that there was such a bewildering galaxy of talent
shown first by the pupils, and secondly organiza-
tional ability shown by the staff, that an "off-the-
cuff" account such as this cannot give justifiable
credit.

Observer

Obituary
ENGINEER REAR-ADMIRAL
SIR SYDNEY FREW, KBE, CB

Sydney Frew, who died on the 10th June, 1972, was
a boy at the Royal Hospital School, Greenwich from
1903 until 1905, when he left to enter the Royal Navy
as Boy Artificer; he retired from the Royal Navy as an
Engineer Rear-Admiral in 1950. When routine promo-
tion to commissioned rank from the Lower Deck was
introduced to the Navy in 1912, many RHS Old Boys
gained their commissions. Four became Admirals, with
an additional step on the Retired List for the three
Executive Officers; Philip Enright as Admiral — the
only man ever to rise from Seaman Boy to Admiral
in the Modern Navy; Benjamin Martin as Vice-
Admiral; James Figgins as Rear-Admiral, and Sydney
Frew, who was the last surviving member of this distin-
guished quartet. Enright, Martin and Frew were all
knighted. Until old age prevented him from doing so
Admiral Frew, accompanied by Lady Frew, visited the
School regularly, the last such visit being for Speech
Day 1970. The Director of Greenwich Hospital, the
Headmaster, and the Chief Naval Instructor attended
his funeral on the 15th June, and the collection at the
Annual Old Boys' Association Service in the School
Chapel on Sunday, 18th June, was given to the RNBT
in his memory.

The following Obituary, published in "The Times"
on Friday, 16th June, is reproduced by kind permission
of the author — Commander Harry Pursey RN (RHS
Greenwich, 1903—1907).

SIR SYDNEY FREW
From artificer to admiral

H.P. writes:
Engineer Rear-Admiral Sir Sydney Frew, whose death

was briefly announced on June 13, had a unique naval
career as the first engine room artificer to be promoted
to engineer rear-admiral.

Educated at the Royal Hospital School, Greenwich,
he joined the navy as a boy artificer, in 1905, at the age
of 15 and, in 1909, was drafted to sea, as an engine
room artificer in the battleship Formidable.

He served on the lower deck for seven years and, in
1916 was promoted to the commissioned rank of mate
(E). His war service included battleships Ajax and St.
Vincent in the Grand Fleet and as engineer officer of
the destroyer Marmaluke and he was promoted to
engineer lieutenant in 1918.

In 1919, Frew commenced a long period of service
in submarines in the depot ship Maidstone, served in
submarines K.12 and K.14 and as instructional engineer
officer of the submarine depot. HMS Dolphin, until his
promotion to engineer lieutenant commander in 1926.

A period of general and foreign service followed as
senior engineer of the cruiser Hawkins, flagship of the
commander-in-chief, China Station. In 1929 he returned
to the submarine service, on board the depot ship
Vulcan, was promoted to engineer commander and
served as engineer officer of the depot ships Titania,
Cyclops and Douglas.

Frew's next appointment, in 1933, was the new
cruiser Arethusa in the Mediterranean, and in 1937
to the battleship Royal Oak in the Home Fleet. In 1938
he again returned to the submarine service as flotilla
engineer officer in the Medway in China and was the
first artificer to be promoted to engineer captain in
1939.

On returning to England he was appointed to the
Admiralty and in 1941, as fleet engineer officer, to the
staff of Admiral (Submarines). His promotion to
engineer rear admiral was in 1945.

Obituary
MISS MERRIMAN

The following obituary notice appeared in the "East
Anglian Daily Times" on the 14th September, 1971, and
is reprinted here in full.

DEATH OF EX-MATRON
A former matron of East Suffolk and Ipswich Hospi-

tal, Miss V. S. Merriman, has died in Oxford, aged 92.
Miss Merriman was the second matron the hospital had,
taking over from Miss Mary Deane in 1921.

In 1932 she left the hospital to become matron at the
Royal Hospital School, Holbrook, and worked there
until forced to retire because of ill-health.

Her last visit to the Ipswich Hospital was in 1959,
when as a former president of the Nurses' League, she
attended a reunion.

Miss Merriman died 10/9/71 on Friday at the St.
John's Home, where she had lived for some years. She
is to be buried in Oxford today.

(For other obituaries see end—Ed.)

ROYAL NATIONAL LIFEBOAT
INSTITUTION FETE

In May 1971 the Headmaster gave permission for us
to hold a Fete in aid of the Royal National Lifeboat
Institution. Because of our close ties and links with the
National Lifeboat Institution and the work which they
do, it was felt that we should endeavour to help them in
the very special appeal that they were making for some
three to four million pounds, which had to be raised
for new quarters, equipment and research which had
become necessary. A great many of us have over the
years during our life at sea seen the good work that
these very brave men carry out under all conditions;
without any question or hesitation they are always
prepared to go to sea at the risk of their own lives to
rescue, not only people who have got into difficulties
through no fault of their own, but also unfortunately
a great many who have done so by their own actions.
They make no difference; they treat every case in
exactly the same way and set forth into the unknown,
and, as so many of us know, have given their lives in
the service of this very good cause. It was with this in
mind that on Monday 29th May of this year after a
great deal of preparation the Fete was opened by
Commander the Earl of Stradbroke RN, The Lord



Lieutenant of the County of Suffolk, who, together with
Lady Stradbroke, had been entertained prior to the
opening to lunch by the Headmaster and Mrs. York.

At 1415 the Earl of Stradbroke arrived, inspected his
Guard of Honour and the members of the School Guard,
with the Band playing the General Salute. After the
Inspection Lord Stradbroke gave an Address on the
good work of the Lifeboat men before declaring the
Fete open and for the next hour he then walked round
visiting the various stalls and attractions.

We were very fortunate with the weather and as a
result of the support of a great many of our friends
who live locally, and also many from far afield, this
event proved a great success.

Amongst the attractions were the Window Display
Team from HMS GANGES, and later in the evening
the School Guard and Band gave their version of the
Sunset Ceremony.

The local Lady Organisers of the Lifeboat Associa-
tion came along and assisted us and we were very
pleased to have a lifeboat on a trailer on display. Each
House looked after and provided one or two attrac-
tions, and together with many other helpers, in parti-
cular Mr. Coombes and Mr. Hancock who set up all
the marquees, roped off the arenas and assisted me in
the general lay-out, Mr. Home and his ladies in the Hot
Dog Tent, Mr. O'Reilly and Mr. Bennett with the
broadcasting system, and the ladies of the Greenwich
(Holbrook) WI for their excellent presentation of
"Bright Society"; also the ladies who assisted in the
Sale Tent, all joined together to make this Fete a very
memorable one and at the end after paying the small
accounts, we were very pleased to send a cheque to the
RNLI to the value of £501.24, and I can honestly say
that I think we all enjoyed ourselves in making this
afternoon such a success.

J.R.L.

(The following two articles, with the author's
introduction, are reprinted from past issues in
response to popular demand.—Ed.)

OUR ADMIRALS
Do we know as much as we should about the

admirals, after whom our Houses are named—
even our own one? In peace, no less than in war,
the greatness of a nation is built, not on machines,
but on the spirit of its people. May we not find
inspiration in the characters of the great men
whose names we bear? The writer makes no claim
to produce potted biographies, but if he can
encourage boys to study the lives of these men—
pre-eminent in the calling that was their fathers',
his object will have been achieved.

1—Sir Francis Drake, 1545-1596
"Drake" is fittingly the name-ship of the

Devonport Division of the Royal Navy, for that
name has achieved almost legendary fame in his
native Devon, and in his lifetime was something
to conjure with in Plymouth.

Born at Crowndale the eldest of 12 sons, young
Francis was early reared to the sea. His father
held strong Protestant views and for them was
driven from Devon when the boy was only four.
Taking orders, he became chaplain to the ships
at Chatham, living with his family on a hulk in
the Medway, where Francis learned to swim, to
row and to sail. With the restoration of the
Catholic religion under Mary, Drake's father lost
his post and had to apprentice his son to the
master of a Channel trader. Here the lad learned
the vagaries of tides and weather in the Narrow

Seas; he learned also to hate a Spaniard for the
horrors of the Inquisition he saw in the Nether-
lands. So well did he serve, that his master left the
vessel to him in his will, and young Drake thus
early found himself independent with a modest
capital.

In 1567, however, he sold up in order to join
his cousin, John Hawkins, who was fitting out his
third expedition to Spanish America, and was
given command of the "Judith" of 50 tons. The
object of the voyage was to trade African negro
slaves to the planters who, in spite of King Philip
of Spain's ban on foreign ships in those waters,
were eager to buy. The adventure was successful
but, homeward bound, the storm-wracked little
ships were driven to seek shelter and refit in San
Juan D'Ulloa, principal port of Mexico. Here
they were treacherously attacked, lost all their
gains, many were captured, enslaved and tortured,
and Hawkins and Drake were lucky to escape
with their lives. The news of this treatment caused
every English sailor to regard it as a solemn duty
to fight the Spanish wherever they were met.

After two voyages of reconnaissance, Drake
in 1572 fitted out the "Pacha" of 70 tons for an
expedition to Nombre de Dios, from whence the
gold and silver of the New World, shipped to
Spain, formed that country's source of wealth.
Deprived by his severe wounds of Drake's leader-
ship at the crucial time, the attempt failed and
further misfortunes befell on the cruise along the
Spanish Main. But difficulty only served to bring
out all that was greatest in Drake's character.
Returning to the isthmus, he intercepted a
treasure train and after further adventures brought
it safely to Plymouth. For two years Drake lay
low, acting as navigator in the Queen's ships in
Irish waters. But in 1577, with the connivance of
Elizabeth, he set out secretly in the "Golden
Hind" of 150 tons. From the start there were
mishaps of weather and, worse, discontent among
the crew when, on arrival in Brazil, they learned
that they were to sail in the unknown waters of
the Pacific. Drake dealt summarily with this,
executing the ringleader with his own hand.
Passing through Magellan's Strait, he was for six
weeks battered by tempests; driven south he was
forced, as it were, to the discovery of the Cape
Horn route. All up the west coast of South
America the solitary little ship plundered the
wealth of Spain, until off Lima, he had news of
the greatest treasure ship of all. This, after a
chase of eight days, he captured near what is now
San Francisco. With treasure worth more than a
million pounds, he decided to sail at once for
home West about. Although, in the uncharted
channels of the E. Indies he stranded on a reef
and only refloated by jettisoning his guns, he
successfully rounded the Cape of Good Hope and
dropped anchor in Plymouth Sound, the first
Englishman to circumnavigate the globe.

Was Drake at this time just an arch-pirate?
Later, more law-abiding times have considered
him such, but not his contemporaries. If what he



did was for himself rather than for his country,
then he was. But it should be remembered that
Elizabeth took, as her right, the bulk of his gains,
although disowning him officially. There existed
between Spain and England what we should now
call "cold war", a clash of ideologies in Europe
between Catholic and Protestant, and Drake was
but an instrument of policy. Certainly, from this
time, he was the leading sailor in Europe, and in
1581 the Queen knighted him aboard his "Golden
Hind".

Although Elizabeth temporized, Philip was now
bent on England's subjugation. Taking the oppor-
tunity afforded him of half England's merchant
ships being in Spanish ports where they had
brought gain from Northern Europe, he seized
them all. Authorised to take reprisals, Drake
sacked Santiago, Domingo and Cartegena, and in
doing so gave courage to all oppressed Europe
by showing that Spain was not invincible. War
was now inevitable, and Drake persuaded those
in authority that the correct course was to act
offensively. In 1587, with six ships, he effected
complete surprise, sailed right into Cadiz harbour
and sank 33 ships. Then, securing Sagres castle as
a base, he destroyed or captured upwards of 60
merchantmen, returning with a great wealth of
plunder. By this "singeing of the Spanish King's
beard", as he called it, he postponed for a year
the sailing of the Armada.

But Elizabeth, not truly grasping the strategy
Drake had demonstrated, still vacillated. Although
the greater part of her fleet was concentrated at
Plymouth, it waited passively for the Armada to
come. Howard of Effingham in the "Ark Royal",
High Admiral of England, was in command, but
Drake, Vice Admiral in the "Revenge", was the
head and heart of the fleet. How that fleet harried
the Spanish up-channel, burned it out of Calais
roads, chased it up the North Sea and eventually
abandoned it to the gales and rocks of the Far
North, is common knowledge. What is not so well
known is that Drake had substituted the gun
battle for the centuries old encounter of ramming
or boarding. This was the supreme moment of
Drake's career and he was the country's hero.
England and Protestant Europe had been saved
in one of the decisive battles of the world.

A counter offensive in the following year, in
which Drake commanded afloat and Norris and
the Portuguese pretender, Don Antonio, on land,
failed through the triple division of command
and lack of resources. Although shipping was
destroyed and booty taken, the heavy losses caused
Elizabeth to turn for counsel to her more cautious
advisers. In 1595 she ordered Drake to carry out
what was to be his last expedition. From the first
it was doomed to failure, for many alterations of
plan and delay in fitting out gave Spain ample
warning, and surprise was lost. Grand Canary,
Las Palmas and Guadalupe were successively
found to be too strongly fortified, and an attack
on Porto Rico also failed. Drake, himself ailing
with fever, would not give up and landed the

soldiers he had been given on the Panama isthmus.
Here again, the Spaniards were prepared and in
great strength, and the English were driven back
to their ships. A heartbroken Drake died and was
buried at sea off Porto Bello on 28th January
1596. The drum that beat his knell hangs today
in his old home of Buckland Abbey.

What picture have we of this short, thick set
man with close-cropped curly brown hair and
deepset grey eyes? He is described as "very reli-
gious, chaste in his life, just in his dealings, true
in his word, merciful to those under him and
hating nothing so much as idleness". He was a
born leader, of a masterful, imperious nature, self-
confident and self-sufficient, impatient of advice
and intolerant of any opposition. To the orthodox
he was a reckless firebrand, but in fact he took
well-calculated risks, based on his unrivalled
knowledge of seamanship and naval strategy. He
urged that the frontiers of England were the sea-
ports of the enemy, a policy which has since be-
come axiomatic in the Royal Navy.

He can rightly be called the first English
Admiral, although he was not the founder of a
national navy. That title should belong to Henry
VIII, who saw in sea power England's destiny,
and whose knowledge of artillery showed him the
future lines of war at sea. His dream, Hawkins,
the builder of the Royal ships, made possible.
But it was Drake who, in evolving the tactical
use of that weapon, secured for his country sea
supremacy for the 300-year history of the sailing
warship.

But perhaps, when all is said, his supreme
quality was the dauntless spirit that triumphed
over all difficulties, the invincible determination
exemplified in his prayer "Almighty God, when
Thou givest to Thy servants to endeavour any
great matter, grant us to know that it is not the
beginning, but the continuing of the same until
it be thoroughly finished that yieldeth the true
glory".

A. H. R. Buckley
(Major Buckley was of course editor of the
School Magazine when he wrote these articles—
Ed.)

Sir Walter Raleigh*, 1552-1618
Every boy knows the story of Queen Elizabeth

and Raleigh's cloak at Greenwich. But it is strange
that, living as he did in the glare of publicity, his
every action exciting controversy, so little is re-
corded in detail of his colourful life.

Born at Budleigh Salterton, the son of an
impoverished Devon squire, Raleigh's early life
was spent in the company of seafarers such as his
famous half-brother, Humphrey Gilbert. In 1567
he went to Oriel College, Oxford, leaving two
years later to serve as a volunteer in the Huguenot
cause in France. He returned in 1575 an accom-
plished sailor and soldier. Already, the discovery
of new lands was his consuming ambition, and
in 1578 he commanded the "Falcon" in Gilbert's
unsuccessful expedition in search of the North



West Passage. Two years later he was fighting
against Desmond in Ireland, where he earned a
reputation for courage, daring and brutality. Sent
from there in 1582 with despatches for the Queen,
that susceptible monarch was immediately
attracted by the character and bearing of the tall,
blue eyed young warrior, and installed him as
favourite in the place of Leicester. During the
next five years favours were heaped on him: a
knighthood and the manor of Sherbourne, estates
in Ireland, Captain of the Guard, Lord Warden
of the Stannaries, and Vice-Admiral of Devon
and Cornwall.

In spite of all this, he was not content with
wealth and ease: where others privateered for
gold, he dreamed of national expansion. In 1583
he and Gilbert fitted out an expedition to seize
and colonize a part of the New World, the "Ark
Royal" (later Howard's flagship against the
Armada) being specially built by Raleigh for it.
Newfoundland was claimed for the Queen, and
so earned her proud title of England's oldest
colony. In a terrible storm on the return, Gilbert
lost his life, but Raleigh fitted out further expedi-
tions in the next four years; these were to the
south where, by the Queen's order, the country
was named Virginia. It was from one of these
voyages that he brought back potatoes and
tobacco. By these explorations, too, he sowed the
seeds of colonial enterprise and denied the pre-
tensions of Spain to undisputed lordship of the
West. During these years, too, he kept at sea at his
own expense numerous privateers to harry the
hated Spaniards.

In the series of actions against the Armada,
Raleigh was at first kept ashore by his duties as
C.-in-C, Plymouth, but later joined Howard when
the fleet passed up channel, and showed great
valour at Gravelines. In the following year he was
with Drake's counter-Armada at Cadiz.

In 1590 he presented at Court his friend from
Ireland, Edmund Spenser, whose poem "The
Faerie Queene" was dedicated to Raleigh, "the
shepherd of the ocean". But, in secretly marrying
the Queen's beautiful maid-in-waiting, Elizabeth
Throckmorton, he fell from favour at Court and
was banished to the Tower. Playing on his
sovereign's greed, he secured his release by trans-
ferring to her the greater part of the richest prize
yet brought to this country in one of his ships.
Free now to engage in a prospect which had long
fascinated him, he fitted out a reconnoitring ex-
pedition to Guiana and the legendary treasure
city of Manoa. Next year he himself followed
and, travelling 400 miles up the Orinoco, esta-
blished the fact of great mineral wealth there. But
he found no trace of the El Dorado he sought.

In 1596 Spain, burning to avenge the Armada,
again threatened England and a fleet under
Howard, with Raleigh as second in command in
the "Warspite" and Essex commanding the land
forces, sailed for Cadiz. Over-riding the plan for
seizure of the forts by the army before an attack
was made on the Spanish fleet, Raleigh boldly led

his squadron into the harbour. His only reply to
the torrent of fire from the forts was an insolent
blare of trumpets as he passed each one. He
destroyed three of the largest battleships and then
descended on the 40 treasure ships in the inner
harbour. Everyone of these, to Raleigh's chagrin
but admiration, blew up or set themselves on fire
to avoid capture. The following year he took
Fayal in the Azores and seized prize ships on his
return.

The Queen's life was now drawing to a close,
and the question of the succession was active.
Hated at Court, particularly by the Cecils, Raleigh
was reviled to James. That shambling, stuttering
pedant—"the most learned fool in Christendom"
was a bad judge of men and an appeaser and
pacifist, in whose heart the adventurous spirit and
forward policy of the great sailor struck cold
fear. Raleigh, an avowed Puritan, was arrested on
a charge of plotting to put the Catholic Arabella
Stuart on the throne, and condemned in a travesty
of justice by a jury paid to convict. The mob now
hailed him as a hero and James, fearing to
confirm the death sentence, sent him to
the Tower and confiscated all his offices and
estates. There, despite the entreaties of the
Queen and Prince Henry of Wales to release an
innocent man, he languished for 13 vears. All the
time his restless mind was busy. He engaged in
experiments in chemistry and mineralogy and
wrote poems and prose, including his monumen-
tal "History of the World", "A Discourse on Ship-
building" and "Observations concerning the
Roval Navy".

In 1617 James, seeking a solution of his finan-
cial difficulties, was persuaded by his favourite,
Buckenham, to send Raleigh in quest of his old
ambition, the wealth of the Orinoco basin, on
condition that he did not trespass on Spanish
preserves. Raleigh, aged 65, released but not
pardoned, put all his boundless energy and the
last of his depleted resources into fitting out the
"Destiny". A year later he returned with failure.
He had lost his son Walter in battle. He had
learned that El Dorado, like the philosopher's
stone, did not necessarily exist because "every
child affirms the same". Moreover, since to fight
Spaniards was a tenet of his political and religious
creeds, he added to failure disobedience of the
king's instructions. In 1580 a Spanish ambassador
had demanded the head of Drake, and Elizabeth
had replied by knighting the culprit. In 1618 a
Spanish ambassador demanded the execution of
Raleigh. But the great Queen had been succeeded
by a cowardly king, who blenched at the mere
sight of a sword, and Raleigh went to the scaffold
at an enemy's bidding.

So died the last of the Elizabethans. Sailor and
soldier, statesman and courtier, scholar, poet and
man of letters, he had almost every talent.
Certainly he was ambitious, arrogant and auto-
cratic, boasting that he hated and despised the
mob. Yet he showed kindness and consideration
to those under him, provided they were com-



pletely submissive; and he had those God-given
qualities of leadership which produced the devo-
tion of his followers. Raleigh was the most boyish
hero in history: he never lost his zest for life, his
optimism in the face of defeat. His love of adven-
ture and of taking risks persisted at an age when
others take on the caution of advancing years.
Looked at in one way, his story seems to end in
tragedy. But to one ideal he held fast throughout
life—dominion of the seas and with it the found-
ing of an English nation in the New World to
offset European power, and to give scope beyond
this small island for the character of our race.
Although he did not see the fulfilment of his
dream, it was his spirit that led on his successors.
He was, indeed, the Father of Empire.

So in the end he really succeeded. For the
second Elizabeth has inherited what, in the days
of the first, he strove for: "to give to our gracious
lady, the Queen of England, a better Indies than
ever hath the King of Spain". A.H.R.B.

* Although the above is the generally accepted form
of spelling, Raleigh himself never used an "i" in his
name, writing "legh" or "ley". Those who insist on
pronouncing his name to rhyme with Bally or Barley
may note that he spelt the first syllable "Rau" or "Raw"
indiscriminately.

CA COMMENCE DEJA
(An amusing article by Mr. D. Edge of the
Modern Language Dept., who was a supervisor
on an Easter vacation course in Paris).

To the average schoolboy there seems little
point in studying French unless he can at some
time in his life go to France in order to practise
his few halting phrases, and to verify that French
is actually spoken by people called Gamier, and
is not just a language dreamed up by sadistic
teachers as a particularly nasty form of class-
room interrogation. Apart from the exchange
visit and the school trip, each admirable in its
own way, one way to see France is through the
Easter vacation course in Paris, which is intended
for Sixth Form students who are about to sit
their 'A' level examination in French. Naturally
such courses need French speaking teachers
to help in their organisation, so one year I found
myself on my way to Paris with two of my
colleagues.

We travelled on a group ticket, all five hundred
of us, much to the consternation of the inspector
in the French train, who, more conscientious than
his English counterpart, first endeavoured to
count heads, and eventually gave up in despair.
Members of parties and their leaders are supposed
to display badges prominently for the purpose of
identification, but some never do, and others,
showing all the individuality or sheer cussedness
of the island race, prefer to pin them in less
obvious places — under the lapel or on the back
pocket of their jeans. Also fraternization had
begun almost before the train had left Victoria,
so by now badges were being exchanged. The
hapless inspector, confronted by a youth sporting
a Che Guevara moustache and masquerading

under the name of Barbara Wentworth was en-
titled to think that the idea of Unisen had gone
far enough.

Eventually we arrived at our destination, the
lycee Michelet, one of those rambling French
schools, with seemingly endless corridors, parts
of which dated from the seventeenth century and
which, like most French buildings looked as
though it hadn't seen a paint-brush since. There
were decorations inside, however, in the form
of crudely painted slogans which seemed to cover
every available surface. We learned that the
building had been occupied prior to our visit by
a large number of students and that it had taken
two thousand police to evict them. Politics of
course, and particularly these days student politics,
bedevil French life. The walls of Paris bear silent
witness to this fact. Whether offerings like: "A
bas la collusion entre 1'armee et la police" and
"CRS (riot police)=SS" are more preferable to
the mindless cataloguing of football teams and
pop groups which we are used to is I suppose
arguable. Nor does the French student confine
himself to internal politics, "Liberez Angela
Davis" rivals "Defense d'afficher (Stick no bills)
in its ironical way as the most common item on
the walls of Paris.

The Course opened with a talk by the Director
who explained the unsettled situation to the
students and warned the girls of the dangers of
encouraging any of the numerous French boys
who hung around nightly outside the main gate of
the lyce'e. Nor was this an idle warning. Unplea-
sant incidents had occurred in the past, and to
discourage further "bagarres" male supervisors
known as "gorilles", patrolled the grounds in
pairs each evening.

The man in the front line, so to speak, of
hostilities was the "concierge", a small, rather
excitable man with a bristling moustache who,
when asked how he set about repelling boarders,
produced proudly an enormous bone which
looked as thought it might have been the femur
of a brontosaurus. A leather handle had been
made for it, and he brandished it cheerfully,
practising one or two overhead smashes. One got
the impression that had the French army in 1940
contained such men all similarly armed then the
Germans would never have reached Paris. How-
ever, it soon became obvious that his bark was
much worse than his bite. At the first hint of
trouble he would rush into the staffroom shout-
ing: "Ca commence d6ja", looking like a man
who had just narrowly escaped death. We would
hasten to the gate only to find one or two discon-
solate-looking fourteen-year-olds who had merely
come to get a closer look at the "mini-jupe",
Britain's greatest contribution to European life
since the invention of the umbrella. Our gallant
"concierge" had turned out to be a paper tiger.
During term time apparently the slightest sound
would be enough to have him phoning the head-
master at 1 a.m. until the latter could never go
to bed without first taking the phone off its hook.



There is rather a sad footnote to this story. When
we returned the following year and enquired
about our man we learned that one night, over
fortified with red wine, he had heard a mysterious
noise coming from the boiler house, had gone to
investigate, had fallen down the steps and broken
his neck.

All was not quite as traumatic however. Our
students had come partly to work, and partly to
see Paris. In the mornings they attended classes
and literature lectures, and the afternoons were
devoted to well-organised guided excursions to
such places as the Louvre, the Museum of Modern
Art, the Jeu de Paume which contains paintings
of the Impressionist School, the palaces of Ver-
sailles and Fontainebleau, and trips up the Seine
on pleasure boats called "vedettes". Evenings
were free. The main problem here for supervisors
was to instil sensible drinking habits into eighteen-
year-olds let loose in a foreign country often for
the first time. Wine consumed to excess can have
unpleasant repercussions, as some, in spite of
warnings, found to their cost. One foolish youth
managed to lose, not only his dinner, but also a
plate containing two false teeth (the wash basins
had no protective grilles over the pipes).

However the students' own constitutions and
pockets soon set natural limits to such roistering,
and those who stayed in the lycee could organise
their own informal dances, or play table-tennis
and other games. There was also an inter-
dormitory football tournament which was fiercely
contested, proving that sport is the main thing
which excites the English teenager to violence.

It is also possible to enjoy Paris at the very
low cost of a few metro tickets — the beauty of
the Champs Elysees at night, the illuminated
fountains opposite the Eiffel tower, the picturesque
back-streets of the Latin Quarter, Montmartre
with all its artistic associations, the clamour and
bustle of the Flea market, the majesty of Notre
Dame, the numerous parks like the Bois de
Boulogne with its racecourse, the Bois de Vin-
cennes where the zoo is, the Jardin des Plantes,
and the gardens of the Tuileries and the Luxem-
bourg, all are freely available to an impecunious
student.

All too soon the Course came to an end and
we were all saying goodbye at Victoria. Many
friendships had been made, the students had
had an unforgettable experience to savour, and
as for us supervisors, struggling with our presents
and stocks of duty-free cigarettes and brandy,
there would always be next year.

DJ.E.
(Some articles follow by junior boys who went on
the 1971 Educational Cruise—See photographs on
centre pages).

STRANGE LANDS
On a cruise, as one would expect, the ports of

call are the highlights. All of our ports were in
the same area. Three of them were Atlantic
Islands and the other a principal town in Morocco.

Our first time on dry land for four or five days
was at Madeira. This was a very picturesque
island with mountains that soared into the clouds.
The steep slopes clad in green were dotted with
quaint white houses each with an orange roof.
At the foot of the mountain was the capital city
Funchal.

Excited by this magnificent view we were taken
across the harbour, alighted, and made off in
small groups into the heart of the city. The
atmosphere was marvellous as for many of us it
was our first visit abroad.

The people were very friendly and only a few
did not speak English. It was a very warm morn-
ing and it made an enjoyable break from the
English winter. That afternoon we went into the
mountains by coach. The slopes of this land were
forested with banana plantations. After this jour-
ney into the mountains we went into a small
fishing port. It was barely more than a cluster of
houses with two or three shops for tourists.

When we returned on board we thought this
was one of the nicest places we had ever visited
and later, when the cruise had ended it was agreed
unanimously that this was the best part of the
voyage.

Our next visit was to one of the Canary
Islands, Tenerife. Tenerife was a much more
industrialised place than Madeira. The main
town was Santa Cruz. On closer inspection it
proved to be very similar to any ordinary town
and some of us were a little disappointed. They
need not have been because the massive volcanic
mountains were very strange, almost super-
natural.

Although we were virtually on the equator, it
was very cold in the mountains and parts of them
were snow clad. The reason the mountains were
so strange was that they were in the clouds and
at times we waded knee deep in clouds.

The next stage of our journey found us at the
sea side in winter! We were now at Lanzorote,
another of the Canary Islands. Ash from six
inches down was too hot to hold and at three feet
down bracken burst into flames. This is because
this island is a still active volcano. In the after-
noon we went swimming at one of the beaches.
We laughed and joked at what weather would be
like in England and a few of us swam out to a
reef not far off shore.

Our final port of call was Casablanca, a town
inhabited by Arabs. The strange people were the
attraction of all. Moroccan leather is renowned
world-wide and many goods made of it were
seen. In these small shops we bargained freely
with the Arabs. We were told the Arabs thought
people who didn't bargain were very stupid as the
prices first stated were extremely high.

The cruise and the ports of call were very
enjoyable and I am sure that everyone liked
seeing the strange places and meeting people of
different nationalities.

A. J. K. Bowden (2U)



THE CRUISE FOOD
Our first meal on this Canary Island cruise was

tea. For tea we had a choice of three separate
dishes. They were as follows: Roast beef and
potatoes, with a choice of vegetables, beef curry,
the cooks' speciality, as they were all Indians,
and good old British Fried Fish and Chips. All
of these meals smelt delicious and looked very
well cooked. I myself had fish, chips and peas,
which I enjoyed very much.

That evening about eight-thirty, supper was
announced on the Tannoy system. This supper
was a small packet of biscuits, and a mug of
tea or orange. This was served until nine o'clock
giving everyone a chance to have their supper,
and go round for seconds if they wanted it.

We were woken in the mornings by a voice over
the Tannoy System. From when we were woken
we had half-an-hour to get up, make our beds,
and wash, and get dressed, till the first breakfast
was served at eight o'clock. The meal rota is split
into six groups which were changed round every-
day, so that everyday another group was in first
for meal and so got a different amount of choice.

The breakfast was lovely with a few choices,
but the most popular choice was bacon, eggs and
beans. This was as well cooked as the tea the
night before. This seemed to promise good food
to come. After the first course or before it accord-
ing to one's taste, was cereal, bread and butter.

Lunch was the best meal of the day, beef,
pork, chicken, curry and many other dishes. A
choice of new, mashed or roast potatoes, and
choices of sauces. After that varied puddings, all
looking very tempting putting one into a state
of indecision.

After that there was roll and cheese, and to
wash it all down a mug of Orange. However,
most of the food didn't stay down, at least not
for the first couple of days! A. Burton (2U)

DEBATING SOCIETY
The Debating Society has enjoyed a traumatic

revival this year, in which the attendances have risen
from twelve to an average of eighty at the end of the
year. There are two main reasons for this growth of
interest. Firstly an inproved advertising system has
ensured good publicity, and secondly the adult invited
speakers have proved more attractive numerically than
just boys on their own. The Society has been honoured
to welcome the following guest speakers this year:
Mrs. N. A. York, Mr. N. G. Lang, Miss S. Rodway,
Mr. Long and Mr. Williams. The final debate of the
year was a Mock Election for which three professional

speakers were invited to speak. The success of this
debate provided an apt highlight to the year's activities.

I am indebted to Mr. McMillan for the help and advice
which he has given me throughout the year. He more
than anyone is responsible for the success of the year
and I wish him good luck in his new job. Also I would
like to thank the Society's Secretaries. Peter Simms and
Geoff Dann for all that they have done this year, as
well as the three young Nelson boys, Carlton Johnson,
Steven Gilbert and David Scott for their willing assis-
tance in clearing up after each Debate.

Finally, I would like to thank Tim Redmond for his
help in preparing the Queen Elizabeth Room for the
Debates and wish my successor Karl Woodcock the
best of luck for next year.

J. Janes (Chairman)

THE Vlth FORM CONCERT
About seven hundred people crowded in the Assembly

Hall for the first Vlth form concert since 1969, and
they certainly got their 2p's worth.

The hall was buzzing with excitement, and a great
roar greeted Steve (the B letch) Rogers, compere for the
evening, when he came on stage to set proceedings
rolling.

First on stage was 'Erbonog'. After a disastrous start,
due to nerves, the group really got moving, with
"Locomotive Breath" their "Song for Elvis" and "Do
What you like" were followed by "Jumping Jack Flash",
a great ending to a tremendous performance. The group
consisted of Adrian Tilley on flute and vocals, Dave
Scott and Jerry Janes on electric guitars, and Dave
Ashford on piano.

Next followed a complete contrast, the folk music of
Andy Smy. Although very simple music the audience
really 'warmed up', and by the end of "Slow and Easy"
most of the audience were singing. Andy was then
joined by Chris (Simmo) Sims and Roe King, the rest
of Viking. All songs were self-composed and Roe was
brilliant on acoustic guitar, as was Simmo on the
piano, with Andy on vocals. Perhaps the songs were a
little complex for the predominately young audience,
and a microphone failure did not help matters! At the
end of this stint Simmo, and Erbonog's Dave Ashford
performed a tremendous piano duet which sent the
audience absolutely wild.

After a break Fox took to the stage, comprised of
Geoff Dann on vocals and flute, Barry Brimsmead on
bass electric guitar, Bodge Smith on Drums, with his
amplified reed harmonium. At first the audience was
wrapped up in the Geoff-and-Barry compositions, but
their style of music proved to be too progressive for
the mainly 'bopper' audience.

The comic relief was supplied by Lewi Boniwell, Mick
McMoss, Hermy Bicks, Fritz Hands and Joe Tallin,
whose antics provided opportunities for rearrangement
of equipment on stage.

Everybody who took part, both performers and
audience, is deeply indebted to Mr. G. O. Hardy for
his help in making such a success of the concert, and to
all the off-stage technicians etc. who contributed to the
performance, particularly Bone Sharp for his excellent
lighting effects.

A. J. Smy
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Old Friends
He greeted me with friendly zest
On this, a friendly day.
But he who once I knew the best
Had left my thoughts to stay.
He'd gone some ten months previous.
Completely from my mind.
But lost friends are so grievous
When once again you find
Them reappearing to renew
Their old and long-lost love,
And you, in fact, all but a few,
Should rate them high above.
Its feeling lasts but for a day,
And then, once more, you find
That those who you believed would stay
Are now lost from your mind.

B. Lay

Crushed
Inspiration comes with sadness
Manic depression the sparkling source
of lyrical lines of thought
Prompted by a love lost.
Out of sorrow flow my thoughts
Expressive of my feelings hurt
of melancholic inspiration are
these words. So you are happy
for you are lucky.

J. Janes

The Mist
It crept up slowly,
Thick as cream.
Tense as a tiger ready to pounce
On the unsuspecting child
As she played with her golden pigtails,
For she played alone
Except for her little doll.
Still it crept up slowly,
Slowly, slowly. It swallowed her
As one swallows a pea.
It moved off
Like a slowed down wave.
The little girl was no more;
All that was left was her little doll.

R. J. Bedwell (4A)
Nye Poetry Prize-winning Entry

The Eternal Paradox
I've known two deaths.
The first was a dusty aunt
Who lived in a dusty room
Behind red velvet curtains.
She used to send me books
On buses for Christmas and birthdays.
When she died, I didn't cry,
But it meant no more books on buses.

I heard of my second death yesterday
The father of a friend of mine
Died of cancer. The news
Made my chin wrinkle like the Chapel walls
And my lower lip hugged its partner.
The last thing he had done for me
Was to buy me two pints of lager
On a choir trip to St. Pauls.

He was dying then
His face was Tike the bark of a birch tree
On a rainy day.
He knew, they knew, I knew.
And now the white/black death,
The eternal paradox
Has claimed another man.

J. S. Whitehead

Heat in the Wilds
Sticky wet clothing
hung on the frail structure.
The body moved in automatic spasms.
Leg moved in front of leg.
The maddening heat did not give in,
it still scorched the already burnt
and blistered carcase.

The mind had slowed,
the mental reactions were impeded.
The heat seemed to be inside as well as outside.
The heat still did not yield.
The cruel barbaric death in sweltering heat
with only images to clutch at in the sea
of perpetual sand.

Water, the straw in the sea.
Water, the body must have water!
The continuous screaming for water.
Water, that restorer of life, the antidote to heat.
Now the tormented body will scream no more.
Even thought it lasted long, the heat had won
another ugly victory.

G. R. Laing (3U)
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THE MERCHANT OF VENICE
The Shakespearian Play, "The Merchant of Venice",

performed by the seniors of the Royal Hospital School
on the evenings of November the 26th and 27th 1971,
showed a considerable degree of scholarly care in many
of the interpretations of the characters and settings.

It is interesting to note in passing that Adolf Hitler
particularly liked this play, making it an obligatory
study in Nazi Schools; but, no doubt, he encouraged
and exaggerated its apparently anti-semitic line. It is
impossible for the writer not to feel a considerable
sympathy for Shylock. Shakespeare, who we are told on
good authority ably mirrored the nature of the Eliza-
bethan world, almost definitely intended that even some
of his most prejudiced audience should feel a certain
sympathy for this poor hard-done-by-Jew, treated in
such a flagrantly un-Christian fashion.

The part of Shylock played by John Carter was
thoughtfully portrayed. As implied, this part can be
interpreted in many different styles, and this one was
convincing. Here we have very much a Jew, proud of
"Our Nation", and yet an inhabitant of the ghetto —
a member of a minority and spurned by the other
citizens of Venice. What Shylock needed above every-
thing else was acceptance, both of himself and his
people by society at large. He saw that by making the
loan to Antonio, he was constructing a bridge whereby
more friendship could be generated. This lending of
5000 ducats without interest was a very fair gesture on
his part of his willingness to enter into a greater degree
of friendship and acceptance with his Christian collea-
gues. The director's explication here was lucid.

The language which Shylock and Antonio used in the
negotiations of the deal showed that both were well
versed in the current mercantile language and legal
parlance in the business of drawing up bonds of agree-
ment. In their runs of phrases, they were quoting the
idioms of contracts. Antonio was thoughtfully and care-
fully played by Karl Railton Woodcock, and in this
scene of drawing up the contract, both were enjoying the
laugh of drawing up this "absurd" legal document,
poking sly fun at the legal lingo.

It was, therefore, in the spirit of jest and mutual plea-
sure, both lightly ridiculing the language of the law, that
a "pound of flesh" was nominated to be made forfeit,
should the loan not be re-paid within the stipulated time.

Why, by way of macabre contrast, did we have Shy-
lock's volte face? Why did Shylock, in the Trial Scene,
suddenly become so hard, vindictive and bitter? It was
because his daughter, Jessica, was stolen by the Chris-
tians together with his priceless jewels (Jews were for-
bidden to invest their money in property; they had to
have a compact, transportable and profitable invest-
ment; this was his life's work). The pride and joy of his
life, his lovely daughter Jessica together with his life's
savings, had both been stolen by Christians who had
conspired treacherously against him. Added to this
injury was the insulting fact that his daughter had been
weaned away from the sacred faith and therefore from
her Jewish Nationality •— "Our Sacred Nation". His
rancour and desire for vengeance was very understand-
able, and if Shylock alienated our sympathy by
pursuing that revenge with murderous intent throughout
the trial, his cry of desolation "O Father Abraham",
uttered when dismissed from the rear of the theatre,
jerked at the heart-strings. This particular piece of the
director's dramatic licence was extraordinarily effective.

The flaming torches were effectively introduced in the
elopement scene where Lorenzo (John Jordan) came
with his friends to Shylock's house to elope with Jessica
and the casket of jewels is thrown down from the bed-
room window. This was an illuminating touch of some
poignancy highlighting an already dramatic situation.

Andrew Deuchar's singing of "Tell me where is fancy
bred?" competently arranged by Mr. F. E. Davies,
constituted another very enjoyable interlude and was
accompanied by Geoffrey Dann on the recorder.

Bassanio's romantic tarryings with Portia were very
convincingly played. Portia was played by Sally Rodway
in a confident and able performance which was well

above average for a schoolgirl. She battled heroically
against a loss of voice in rehearsals. In the Trial Scene,
her defence of Antonio was particularly a vivacious yet
mature piece of acting. She will be hard to replace
next academic year.

Gratiano, played by Jerry James, with self-confidence
and sophistication, spoke a trifle too fast, as did a few
others in the cast. The Prince of Morocco, played by
Jack Carter, made an impressive dark figure and lent the
part a lighter touch than possibly Shakespeare had
originally intended. Lancelot Gobbo played by Michael
Smith demonstrated a natural aptitude for the part, and
his scene with blind Old Gobbo (ably portrayed by
Andrew Smy), competently captured the designed
humour and pathos. Jessica, played by Anne Llewellyn,
looked suitably serene and composed. Nerissa, played
by Kerry Seal, made a pretty, quiet and decorative
study. Andrew Gamble as the Prince of Arragon looked
suitably pompous and full of the self importance which
fitted his role.

The trumpeter's fanfare impressively announced the
arrival of the Dogs of yenice (Adrian Tilley looking
very venerable and equipped with a deep resonant
voice) up the main aisle of the Assembly Hall, making
an impressive and arresting entry.

The grouping was well planned, the focal point being
suitably changed from left to right, and backwards and
forwards, with an interesting use of the steps.

The setting, design and painting was professionally
and attractively executed by Mr. J. Brooke.

The play, which incidentally was not compulsory
viewing and which was a GCE set book for some sets,
was essentially about values, and the production brought
this clearly forward. There were the values of Belmont,
the Commercial centre of Venice, the Rialto — the
world of stockmarkets; and, by contrast, there were the
more human and more worth-while values of friend-
ship, love and mercy. The symbolism inherent in the
model of the golden galleon which Antonio possessed,
symbolized for him his ships away, doubt about the
return of which was one of the contributing factors
leading to the complexity of the plot. This production
underlined Antonio as a bachelor with no romantic
commitment, wholly given over to merchant adventur-
ing, to such things as profit and loss, but with some-
thing missing in his life, a yawning vacuum within him-
self. He felt that he lacked friendship, and thus we
have his friendship for the younger Bassanio (John
Naylor), the spendthrift, who for a second time asked
Antonio for a loan so that he could pursue Portia at
Belmont. Antonio at that time was temporarily
financially embarrassed. Nevertheless, Antonio, for his
friendship's sake, allowed Bassanio to use his name in
order to raise the required sum. Thus, when this pro-
mise of financial lubrication was poured forth, Bassanio
departed in somewhat unseemly haste, only to hesitate
on the brink of departure, thinking quite rightly that
he has not shown enough appreciation for what his
friend had done for him. So he returned and quickly
kissed Antonio's hand. This friendship was important
to the play and was amply portrayed.

Should the play have a completely happy ending?
It all seemed happy enough except for poor old Shylock.
Miraculously, at the last dread moment, Antonio's ships
came home. The lovers were all neatly paired off and
pacified. But Antonio's friendship with Bassanio seemed
irrevocably lost as the latter was to marry Portia. The
glad tidings of his ships having come home in the
miraculously last minute produced letter was scant
solace and no substitute for the loss of this friendship.
Antonio was left alone on stage with what should have
been any merchant's God-send. His reaction, however,
was not one of delight but one of sorrow that Bassanio
had gone from him. He tore the letter up. Here, again,
this was stamped by the producer's thoughtfully creative
interpretation.

In conclusion, if the subtleties and niceties of the play
may have escaped some of the younger members of the
audience, it was, nevertheless, a thoroughly worth-while
piece of entertainment. D.M.P.
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The cast and helpers were as follows: Antonio, a rich
merchant (Karl Railton-Woodcock), Sderio (Christopher
Bell), Solanio (Gary Macdermott), Bassanio, friend of
Antonio and suitor to Portia (John Naylor), Lorenzo,
in love with Jessica (John Jordan), Gratiano, friend of
Antonio and Bassanio (Jerry James), Portia, a rich
heiress (Sally Rodway), Narissa, lady-in-waiting upon
Portia (Kerry Seel), Balthazar, a gentleman of Portia's
household (David Forth), Shylock, a wealthy Jew and
moneylender (John Carter), Stephana, another gentle-
man of Portia's household (John Hadley), The Prince
of Morocco, a suitor to Portia (Jack Carter), Followers
of the Prince (Steven Hammett, Barry Brinsmead),
Launcelot Gobbo, a clown, servant to Shylock (Michael
Smith), Old Gobbo, Launcelofs old, blind father (An-
drew Smy), Leonardo, servant to Bassanio (Nicholas
Holmes), Jessica, Shylock's daughter (Ann Llewellyn),
The Prince of Arragon, a suitor to Portia (Andrew
Gamble), Followers of the Prince (Christopher Jeynes,
Clive Smith), Tubal, a Jew, friend of Shylock (Colin
Wilson), Musicians (Andrew Denchar, Geoffrey Darin),
Gaoler (Anthony Chicken), The Duke of Venice (Adrian
Tilley), Sailors, servants, masquers and citizens of Venice
(Andrew Brigden, Martin Boniwell, Paul Cheesman,
Christopher Gubbey, Patrick Smith, David Wells).

Stage Manager (Mr. A. J. McMillan), Assistant Stage
Manager (Mr. A. A. Home), Lighting (Mr. D. W.
Vingoe), The set designed and painted by (Mr. J. E. P.
Brooke), Props (Mr. D. V. Edge), Costumes principally
supplied by (Charles H. Fox Ltd., London), Wardrobe
Mistress (Mrs. B. J. Hawkins), Make-up under the
direction of (Mr. S. Good), Song specially arranged by
(Mr. F. E. Davies), Trumpeters trained by (Mr. E.
Buckingham), Business and House Manager (Mr. A. G.
Smurthwaite), Programmes printed by (The Ha'penny
Press, Holbrook), Prompter (Stephen Rogers), The play
directed by (Mr. R. E. Guilbert).

The Music in the Play. The recorded music used
before the performance and during the interval was
traditional Elizabethan.

The song "Tell me where is Fancy bred" is a melody
by John Dowland (1563-1626), arranged by F. E. Davies.

The recorded music in the final act was from the
Minuet, Suite L'Arlesienne, by Bizet.

THE JUNIOR SCHOOL PLAY
'Billy Budd" — a dramatisation by L. O. Coxe and
R. Chapman of the novel by Hermann Melville.

'Billy Budd' may well seem an obvious choice of
play to perform at the Royal Hospital School, since
the action takes place entirely at sea — aboard HMS
Indomitable, a ship of the line, in the August of 1798.
With all ranks suitably attired in the uniform of the
period, officers' hair tied back with ribbon, the lower
deck in pigtails, they made a crew so impressive to
behold that one did not mind the oddity of a helmsman
so tiny that he had to peer through the spokes of the
ship's wheel! As the twenty-six strong cast moved
about the excellent set, priming the cannon, climbing
the ratlines, or just taking the evening air 'topside',
they appeared as much in their element as their fathers
before them.

Nevertheless, 'Billy Budd' is a very adult play, since
it deals with the dilemma of Captain Vere, who has to
decide whether to hang Budd, a young seaman who,
goaded to an extreme by the savage Master-at-Arms,
Claggart, has struck at and, amazingly, killed him.
Naval discipline requires that he be hanged for mutiny,
despite the Captain's acknowledgement that Claggart's
death was accidental; the Mutiny Act actually specified
that, regardless of the consequences, the mere striking
a blow at a superior officer was to be punished by
hanging. Vere's dilemma is thus whether to punish an
innocent, though technically guilty man, or to ignore
regulations; the problem is worsened by Britain being
at war and by the serious mutinies in the fleet the pre-
vious year. Budd's tragedy is that Vere hangs him.

To the present writer Vere's decision appears absurd;
Budd's death as appalling a tragedy as would have
occurred had Portia not found a loophole in the law

to prevent Shylock killing the merchant. With Sailing
Master Wyatt, whose objections at the Court Martial
were feelingly conveyed by N. J. C. Thompson, let us
say 'Stow the Articles!' This, Vere would like to do,
but the pattern he is born into and the code by which
he lives prove too strong for him. That is his tragedy!
Thus if Vere is to have any credibility at all, he has to
convince us how terrible is the struggle that goes on in
'the twisting cabin of the mind', of how much he suffers
'stretched on the cross of choice'. Not surprisingly, this
was beyond the capacity of the young actor, G. J. S.
Hayhoe, whose loud, declamatory style was unsuited
to the soul-searching Vere must do. If he will remember
that a quiet, thoughtful pause is sometimes more effec-
tive than the loudest of words he could do better
another time, but he made an imposing figure.

Billy Budd himself is a press-ganged merchant-seaman,
and when we hear that the vessel now left behind him
was The Rights of Man we may guess he will find
scant justice aboard Indomitable, while casual exclama-
tions like 'I'll be hanged if I will' anticipate Budd's
end. In the role D. Galloway did not oversentimentalize
the part, but retained just that freshness of outlook
that was needed to distinguish him from the seasoned
salts. Perhaps a little more could have been made of his
stammer, since it is that that leads to his striking
Claggart instead of answering him. The Master-at-Arms
himself was played by D. K. Wells, whose hunched
shoulders and set jaw suggested well the misanthropic
brutality of the man. Claggart's eyes often told us lots,
too, and, incidentally, how much easier life becomes
for young actors — as with the seamen splicing rope in
the opening scene — if something like Claggart's stick
is put into their hands.

Of other individuals R. V. Pittam as Midshipman
Gardiner made a good impression as an inexperienced
holder of authority, while M. S. Lofts and A. C. Pope
sustained their parts well in the difficult Court Martial
scene.

This was a production in which the youth and inex-
perience of those in principal parts had to be made up
for by good ensemble acting. Thus it is the scenes with
a full or nearly full stage that stick in the memory: the
hurry and scurry of the encounter with the French
frigate, the drummer boys summoning the whole crew
to stations for the burial of the fallen Maintopman, or
the scene in the crew's quarters when the air is full of
rough sailors' talk and a Mizzentopman (A. N. Sworder)
clashes with the Captain of the Maintop (G. L.
Stoppani). Then there were the incidental touches, in
some cases suggested or worked out by the boys them-
selves, such as an examination of the felled Claggart
that Dr. Seel could hardly have improved upon, or the
bob-bobbing about stage of the Messboy's red hat as he
took a hot drink to the helmsman on a cold and windy
night. This production may not have been a triumph
but it was considered, detailed, worked at, and so
obviously enjoyed by all who took part, which is justi-
fication enough — if any were needed.

D.P.

ART CLUB
The Senior Art club has found it quite difficult to

survive this year; members leave, and others are
attracted to other clubs, but those remaining have turned
out some quite remarkable work, with the help of Mr.
Brooke who has inspired and matured the making of
many pieces of work.

The junior art club shows great signs for the future,
where 1st, 2nd, 3rd formers are attending regularly,
turning out work of many varieties, sculpture, pottery,
drawing and painting, tie-dye and prints, all under the
supervision of Mr. Brooke.

Altogether it has been a quite successful year.
Artist

PRINTING CLUB 1972
Although generally unknown this club has flourished

throughout the year.
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Amongst the articles that have been printed are
the pink medical and travel forms, library cards, Hoi-
brook (Greenwich) W.I. whist tickets, and the Speech
Day Programmes.

The club has had continued support and supervision
from Mr. J. E. P. Brooke, who sets up the type. We
thank him for his continual help.

B. R. Bennett

CHAPEL MUSIC
Two breaks from tradition were introduced into the

Carol Service. We commenced with the Choir singing
'Away in a manger' in the Lady Chapel, the first verse
sung as a solo by J. Moffett. The other innovation was
a modern carol by John Rutter, the "Shepherd's Pipe
Carol" with piano accompaniment. The syncopation in
the chorus and the unusual chordal progressions, made
this the most popular carol in the service. The semi-
chorus section of Adam lay ybounden was sensitively
sung by b. Lilley, A. Feltham, W. Carter, Mr. P. Crick
and A. Smy. Treble solos, always a valued feature of
this service, were given bright clear sounds by A.
Feltham, M. Thompson and P. Dean.

Earlier in the term J. Moffett sang the part of the body
Nicholas and K. Robertson, M. Thompson and A.
Alsford were the "Pickled Boys" in a performance of
Britten's "St. Nicholas" given by Woodbridge Choral
Society.

The Summer Term proved the busiest as far as the
Choir was concerned. In May the Diocesan Church
Music Festival was held for the first time in the School
Chapel, which proved to be the ideal venue for such
an occasion. About 350 members of choirs took part
including the Cathedral Choir from Bury St. Edmunds.
It was conducted by Harrison Oxley, the Cathedral
Organist and accompanied by Frank Davies. Our Choir
rang an Introit in the Lady Chapel, "I will lift up
mine eyes" by Walford Davies. The varied ringing was
of a very high standard.

In lune the Chapel Choir gave a Recital of Music
in aid of the Cheshire Homes, and Missions to Seamen,
with Olive Quantrill as solo soprano. The highlight of
this was undoubtedly "Blest Pair of Sirens" by Parry
which had some glorious moments at the climaxes. Two
unaccompanied English summer carols provided a fresh
contrast.

The Commemoration Service featured almost entirely
the Music of Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872-1958) as
part of the nation-wide celebrations of his centenary.
There was some beautiful singing by the choir in the
anthem "O how amiable are thy dwellings", and a
spacious and robust performance of a School Anthem
"Let us now praise famous men", ending with the magni-
ficent hymn "For all the saints".

Another L.P. record of music in the School Chapel
is being produced and will include Handel's "Hallelujah
Chorus" and the School singing Vaughan Williams "Old
100th" featuring G. Buxey-Softley and S. Hammett
in the Trumpet Descant.

F.E.D.

B.B.C. "MUSIC CLUB"
For the second consecutive term, forms 3B' and 3B2

have been successful with their entries for competitions
in connection with the B.B.C. Schools programme,
"Music Club".

In the Spring Term they had to perform a piece of
music in the style of Haydn's "Toy" Symphony, and
some background music for a film, in the form of an
ostinato. Mr. Davies composed the music, and the
B.B.C. broadcast our tape recordings of the "Cuckoo
Clock Minuet" of 3B1 and music for "The Magnificent
Seven" by 3B2. They used a variety of instruments. 3B1

had as their main instrument the Virginals, kindly
loaned by Mr. Platt. P. Dean played the Recorder,
K. Fox the Cymbal, P. Crump a Toy Whistle, J. Challi-
nor the Guiros, C. Cook the Maraccas, D. Collyer the
"Whirly-tube" and H. Howe a Bosun's Pipe. 3B2 used for
their accompaniment a piano accordian played by J.

Mclntear, with C. Martin on Claves. M. Martin a
Tambourine, G. Tiamby the Maraccas and Nicholls on
the Glockenspiel.

In the summer term, schools were invited to write
amusing word settings to fugueo by J. S. Bach. Out of
a total of nine, submitted by schools throughout the
country, which were sung in the last broadcast of the
term, no less than three came from this school; two
from 3B1 and one from 3B2. Record tokens were
awarded as prizes, the B.B.C. producer Albert Chatter-
ley and the compere of the programme Gary Taylor
visited the school for an afternoon.

F.E.D.

BAND
This year the band got off to a rather shaky start

due to a large intake of new members, and a lack of
parade practice. However, thanks to the hard work of
everyone concerned, especially Mr. Buckingham, we
have reached a high standard again this term.

Several times this term a number of the trumpeters
have played 'Old Hundred' in the chapel, once during
a recital of which a record is to be made.

By the beginning of next term we should have five
new drums as a result of a special grant from the
Olympia Fund.

The two band prizes this year have been won by G.
Buxey-Softley, who receives the Silver Flute, and S.
Hammett, who receives the Ship Memorial Cup.

P.J.F.S.

CHURCH OF ENGLAND
I have always been fascinated by signs and portents.

It was in fact a multiplicity of signs which led me to the
Royal Hospital School, and under God I can only say
that it was His way of letting me know that this is
what I should do next. But of all the signs none was
so apt as the sign in my very first Service in the
Chapel. My thoughts were quite naturally all about the
new start and the new term. Never did I expect that the
Service would produce a new birth! At the Communion
Mrs. Paterson was forced to leave, and later on that
day she proudly presented her husband with a son —
Mark. It was for them an occasion of great rejoicing,
and for me it was a good omen. (Later in the term,
Mark was baptised by his grandfather at a most
impressive junior service, devised and put together by
Mr. Paterson and members of 3U).

Encouraged by this I looked forward to the new
Term, and not long afterwards it happened, like a tidal
wave. The pace of life suddenly quickened and I found
myself carried along by the ebbs and flows at a terrific
pace. Fortunately I found that I didn't sink! There were
too many life savers around to give their willing
assistance.

I am grateful to the Headmaster and Mrs. York for
the generosity of their welcome and for the encourage-
ment they have given me throughout the Term, and
also to Mr. York for his assistance in his capacity as
Lay Reader at the Sunday Communion Services.

Mr. Davies, the Musical Director, has been for me
a real life line. In his cheerful and willing way he has
guided me through all the big Services, and what's
more important, with the help of his quite outstanding
choir he has provided us with a feast of music. Among
the highlights of the Term was the Festival Evensong
of the Diocesan Church Music Committee, when over
300 singers from all over the Diocese took part in what
proved to be an inspiring occasion. The Recital of
English Music later in the Term was of a very high
standard indeed, and it was good to see so many
friends here to support us. But in addition to this the
Choir have given us Anthems nearly every week, most
notable in my .memory the Easter Festival of Carols.
After hours of practise, the members for the Choir
always seem to come bouncing back for more! Their
attitude is typified by a quotation from Milton's "Blest
pair of Sirens" so beautifully set to music by Elgar and
sung exquisitely at the Recital: "O may we soon again
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renew that song, And keep in tune with heaven". Owing
to the generosity and technical skill of Mr. Michael
Woodward it is hoped that a new choir record will be
available in the near future.

I don't suppose anyone spends as much time on her
knees in Chapel as Mrs. Garrett, who keeps the place
spotless. For that and for her irrepressible cheerfulness
and friendliness I am most grateful. Mrs. Garrett is one
of those rare people who makes everyone with whom
she comes in contact go away with a smile.

Among the boys, I am particularly grateful to Jeremy
Janes and his team of Sacristans for all their hard work
and support. And I am also pleased with the help and
the willingness of the Servers. In most cases they have
done their jobs with dignity; they have regarded it as
their privilege to serve and have enhanced the Services.

So to these and many other life savers I express my
grateful thanks. But I am bound to say how encouraged
I have been by the way in which this large and vigorous
and busy community has accepted us so quickly. Where-
ever I have met you, in class; back house; on the track,
and especially in chapel you have received me with
courtesy and friendliness.

During the Term, we have been pleased to welcome
to the Chapel a number of visitors. I must first put on
record my deep appreciation to the Bishop of the
Diocese for coming to the first Evensong and for the
simplicity and dignity with which he licensed me as
Chaplain to the School. I could not have wished for
greater support than that. The Rev. C. Tywcross, the
Vicar of the local Parish (and also a graduate in
Chemistry from the senior University!) addressed the
Sixth Form on Science and Religion, and his humorous
approach to his subject was much appreciated. The Rev.
D. K. Woolner, Vicar of St. Bartholomew's, Ipswich
gave a memorable address about Towohiko Kagawa, the
Japanese business man who devoted his life to the
clearing of one of the worst slum districts of Tokyo, in
a manner reminiscent of St. Francis of Assissi. Later
it was one of the members of the Franciscan Com-
munity, Father Eric from East Bergholt, who held the
Sixth Form spell-bound by a fascinating analysis of
"Death and Resurrection". His knowledge and under-
standing of the roots of our cultural heritage and of the
intellectual and spiritual climate of Western Europe,
and the skilled and humorous way in which he put it
across will long be remembered. It goes without saying
how glad we were to welcome back to the School the
Rev. John Erb, the Youth Secretary of the United
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, who made
such a stunning impact on the School during his visit
in the Lent Term. He conducted the Quiet Afternoon
for confirmation candidates and spoke to us of the
value and importance of Christian love and communi-
cation. It was his inspiration which accounted for two
most successful Dramatic Readings during the Term.
The first by a group of Fifth Formers called "How
many Roads", which generally explored man's in-
humanity to man and ended with an expression of
Christian hope. And the second at the Service when he
was present, the "Toymaker" about two puppets Spots
and Stripes who, in the end, learnt to love one another
in spite of their differences, when they realised that
they had been made and in fact were really an extension
of the Toymaker. The Rev. Vivian Singh, Chaplain of
Framlingham College, gave a thought provoking address
in which he explored Evolution, and the Diocesan
Youth Chaplain the Rev. Richard Norburn, with the
help of his charming and talented friends Judith and
Graham Ransome, gave an illustrated talk on God's
creation, with some excellent folk singing. But perhaps
of all the guests who came to us this Term we owe a
special debt of gratitude to Bishop Maddock, the Bishop
Suffragan of Dunwich. He presided and celebrated at
the Confirmation and Communion Service, when 35
boys became full members of the Church — which was
a most impressive and memorable occasion. It was good
to have so many parents and friends with us, to share
what was a very important day for the boys who were
confirmed. It was also a pleasure to have the Bishop

back with us at the end of Term as our Guest Preacher
for the Commemoration Service. After reflecting on the
great changes of recent years, he encouraged us (and
specially those who were leaving) to go out into the
unknown with genuine Christian hope and a faith to
live by.

But of all the events of the Term, I think that the
most memorable and lasting in their impact to those
lucky enough to attend, were the small groups ojf boys
who went away for a time to explore by living it what
it really means to be a Christian. Ten Sixth Formers
went to a Youth Weekend at Hadleigh at the beginning
of the Term. Again under the inspiration of the Rev.
John Erb they joined thirty other young people and
began to discover in depth the meaning of Christian
love and sharing. For them it was I believe a real
education — because it increased their awareness and
understanding of other people and their problems, and
it was an experience which challenged them and changed
their basic attitudes. The same was true of the ten
fourth form boys who went on the weekend trip to
Leiston Abbey, this time under the guidance of the Rev.
Rowland Webb from H.M.S. Ganges. For them it was
adventurous and relaxing, and the atmosphere was
helpful and truly joyful. But perhaps the most success-
ful of these outings was the Social Services Project by
six school leavers, who went and explored the London
scene. They spent a fascinating evening in the crypt of
St. Anne's, Soho, learning what happens at Centre-
point, the reception centre for the really destitute.
There they met a worker Priest, whom they knew as
Father Bill, who is in touch with the unloved, the
uncared for and the lost in the big city. They also met
a Probation Officer and a Youth Club Leader who gave
them new insights into the problems some young people
have to face as they grow up into what is, to many
of them, an alien society. Again this was a real experi-
ment in Christian living. None of those who went were
the same again afterwards. It really made them think,
their eyes had been opened, and they came away
feeling that they had been changed.

Before I finish I would like to express my apprecia-
tion for the great kindness of my two colleagues, Father
Boniface Kruger and the Rev. Pat Mpffett. On Whit-
sunday we shared an Ecumenical Service — a Proces-
sion and Meditation for Whitsun — and it was a real
joy for me to have the Franciscan students from East
Bergholt with us. The Friars came again for the Fourth
and Fifth Formers when they played and sang for
them. To Mr. Moffett I am grateful for his help and
inspiration at School Prayers, and especially for his
address on Old Boy's Sunday. But the most memorable
occasion was when three of his boys were confirmed
and admitted into the Church of Scotland by him at a
Morning Service, and afterwards it was an honour to
be invited to the Communion in the Lady Chapel. This
School has a unique opportunity to make a positive
contribution to the Ecumenical Movement. Here we are
all members one of another, so it seems to me that we
should work as closely together as we can to achieve
that unity of love and purpose for which Jesus Christ
prayed the night before He died. I am therefore de-
lighted that at the last Church Advisory Committee
Meeting it was decided to start a group meeting next
term, which we will call "OIKOUMENE". It is hoped
that we shall meet regularly to learn, to share, and to
show our concern for each other.

An important feature of the Term has been the
rebirth and rapid growth of the Sunday School, under
the inspiring leadership of Mrs. Moffett. Their arrival
to receive a blessing during the Communions has been
much appreciated by everyone. Apart from the fact
that it helps the children to realise that Christianity is
not something you grow out of, but a way of life you
grow into; their coming has made a difference to the
atmosphere of the service. So thank you to them for
coming and to the many helpers whose service is much
appreciated.

I must say how much we all have been encouraged
by the gradual increase in the numbers of people
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attending the Holy Communion Services. These are of
course the very heart and soul of Christian worship,
and every time there is a celebration we have been
aware of the presence of Christ among us. With the
Bishop's special permission we have been experimenting
with the new Series III order, and many people have
found this most helpful. Notable among these Services
was the evening we used group silence with great
effect. It is hoped that now that the time for Commu-
nion will always be at 09.30 on Sundays, the Communi-
cant life of the School will grow and be a force for
good in the community.

Finally I must say how very pleased I am that the
Rev. Mike Henley will be joining us next Term as
Assistant Chaplain. He comes to us from St. Andrews
University, where he had been one of the Chaplains to
the students. We look forward to welcoming him and
his wife and family, and hope that they will be very
happy among us.

The Chaplain

R.C. CHAPEL NOTES
If tales must be told out of school, let them at least

be Canterbury Tales. So we felt when setting out on pur
annual outing at the end of the year, when we visited
Canterbury with its Cathedral, University, and seaside
nearby. But also with the new Franciscan Study Centre
a building, to which the Friary will be moving from
East Bergholt next summer. And this means that my
time as chaplain to this School is drawing to a close,
with next year being my last.

Looking back over the year, the regular activities
are interspersed with familiar landmarks. There are the
special celebrations: Christ the King (the last Sunday
before Advent) involving the use of tape-recorder,
record-player, sketches and erring on the side of com-
plexity; Stations of the Cross and meditation on the
Passion on the last Sunday of the Spring Term; the
Eumenical Services. In the Autumn Term there was an
ecumenical day of retreat at the Friary given by Fr
Austin, O.F.M. for Fifth and Sixth Formers, attended
by fifteen boys. In a different field there were the foot-
ball matches between R.C. boys and student friars,
and between our boys and the altar servers of the
Friary, the result in both cases eluding my memory at
the moment. On the Spring Bank holiday Sunday we
had an outing for those left behind at School to the
Catholic Radio and Television Centre at Hatch End:
on this occasion we were able to sit in on part of a
training session in progress. Digging up leaf-mould and
bagging mushroom compost to be sold at the Friary
Garden Fete was a new activity undertaken by a group
of the boys. Among visiting priests, I recall Fr Wilfrid
Jackson, O.F.M. who celebrated Mass with us shortly
after being expelled from South Africa.

Ecumenical activities grow apace: our Committee
had a joint meeting with the Church Advisory Com-
mittee for the first time, and future joint activities were
planned.

I would like to thank all those, both staff and boys,
who help in the running of our chapel: they are too
numerous to mention individually, but I know that
much is done for the glory of God without any desire
for other reward.

Fr.B.K.

CHURCH OF SCOTLAND AND
FREE CHURCHES

In October 1971 the Reverend Christopher Stark,
BA, Royal Navy, left to take up a new appointment at
HMS Daedalus, and was succeeded by the Reverend
P. J. Moffett, QBE, RN. Mr. Moffett is no stranger to
the job, having held the appointment twice before —
in 1953/4 and 1964/67.

This has been a good year with the largest Junior
Fellowship on record and well-attended services. With
the help of a solo guitarist and singer and a group of
sixth formers, it has been possible to introduce some
variety into our worship.

The annual outing to Museum Street Methodist
Church on 18th June was its customary success, the
boys who went being royally entertained by their kind
hosts. Andrew Beazley read the lesson at the service in
the evening. We are hoping that our friends at Museum
Street will be able to accept an invitation to visit the
School in the Autumn.

On the same Sunday, at the Morning Service in the
School Chapel, which was attended by members of the
O.B.A., Mr. Moffett was invited to preach; his subject
was "Foundations and a Corner-stone".

History was made on Sunday, llth June when the
School was present to witness three New Communicants
being received into the Fellowship of the Church
according to the Form and Order of the Church of
Scotland at a Service in the Chapel. It was indeed a
heartening sign — one of several during the year —
of the work of the Holy Spirit in bringing together
Christians of different traditions.

Sadly we say goodbye to ten of our number who are
leaving; we wish them all every success in the future
and ask that they will remember us in their prayers —
as we do them. We are grateful for their help and
support over the years, particularly Michael Smith, our
senior member; to them all we say "God bless and
keep you".

COMBINED CADET FORCE
The first year of the new syllabus, as far as we are

concerned in the Contingent here at the School, has
proved to be a most successful one and the 'new look'
CCF has taken on a new meaning for us all. Going
back over the years I can honestly say that, in my
own opinion, this has been the most successful of all
our years, and I attribute this in no small way to the
fact that we are now emerging with this new look into a
CCF which has something to offer to everyone. I have
always endeavoured over the years to improve the
various types of training which we undertake and to
cut down the initial training to size so that we do the
bare necessities, thus permitting us to go on to do
specialised training. In this respect I have endeavoured
to treat the CCF here at the School in exactly the same
way as if it was a ship. Everyone has to have a basic
training with a knowledge of seamanship, and the ship
is now sub-divided into various departments and each
of these departments has its own specialised training
which it has to undertake.

In our CCF here we are extremely lucky — exactly
how lucky I think we are we are now beginning to
realise, as so many people visit us and say "Well, of
course, there is no other school with quite the same
facilities that you have here", but despite these various
praises I feel that we must not rest on our laurels, but
must go on and endeavour to the best of our ability to
reach even further heights, and to improve the various
attractions in specialisation that we are able to offer
and it is, therefore, with this in mind that I look forward
to next term with the opening of our new Engineering
Block which is going to offer so much for those of us
who are engineer minded, and also help other sections
by being able to provide the right facilities and to keep
our transport running. In some small way the canoeists
will also be able to have the use of this Block for the
building of their new canoes, and next term we are
hoping to build four of our more advanced canoes, the
materials for which are already on order, and should
be here shortly.

We were very pleased to be able to welcome Rear
Admiral Dunlop Flag Officer, Medway, to inspect us.
He was very pleased with all he saw and he gave us an
excellent report. I would also like to congratulate the
Shooting Team who by persistent practice have won
the Progress Shield for the Class B Competition, and
I hope that perhaps next year if they can maintain and
improve upon this standard they will go on to win the
Competition.

Our Camping Expeditions during the Summer Term
have been a great success and in this respect we have
been very lucky to find two ideal camps about 20 miles
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the other side of Ipswich. This of course has only been
possible because we have the use of our lorry to take
us out and bring us back this distance. The Adventure
Training Camp at Easter was again a very happy one
and gave us a great deal of enjoyment, and I am
certain our camps which we are going to undertake
during the Summer at HMS Raleigh, the Northum-
berland Estates and the MFV on the Clyde will be
highly successful and happy camps for all who partici-
pate, whilst there is a mere handful of us going off on
courses, and I hope they will be to their liking and
enjoyment.

The weather has been particularly unkind to us as
far as sailing is concerned, but I hope perhaps the sun
will shine, which will permit us to catch up on all that
we have missed during our fortnight at HMS Raleigh.

To those cadets who are leaving us at the end of their
School years I wish every success and hope that in some
small way the activities they have participated in will be
of help to them in future years.

J.R.L.

THE SOCIAL SERVICE MOVEMENT
During the past year, the efforts of the group have

been centred in three areas. At Tattingstone St. Mary's
Hospital, Seven Rivers Cheshire Home at Great Brom-
ley, and visting the old people of the local villages.

At Seven Rivers Cheshire Home, a party of boys
go over there every Tuesday and talk to the inhabitants,
do the gardening and help in any way they can. The
Cheshire Home is run entirely on contributions, and
each year they hold a fete to raise money for the home.
At this fete a number of boys helped to run the stalls,
and a letter of appreciation was posted on the general
notice board.

Tattingstone is an old people's home. It is in the main
a terminal hospital, that is to say the people who go
there do not expect to come out again. This all sounds
rather morbid, and the building itself, which is very
old, gives an appearance of age and depression. Like
most state-run old people's homes, Tattingstone is under
staffed and under financed. Tattingstone is very lucky
to have a very active League of Friends who collect
money in various ways, which they use to buy things
that the hospital would otherwise have to do without. A
group of boys from the school go to Tattingstone every
Tuesday and Friday. At Tattingstone they talk to the
patients, take them for a walk, help in the stores, and
any other job that comes along. Tattingstone Hospital
is very different to great Bromley. The first thing that
hits you when you go into Tattingstone is the smell.
Some of the sights at Tattingstone are not particularly
pleasant either and I think it says a lot for the enthu-
siasm of the boys concerned that they are prepared to
go every week, and in the case of the boys who go on
Friday, during their free time to help at the Hospital.
Tattingstone also has a fete eyery year, and a large
party of our boys helped run this years.

A number of boys visit old people who live locally.
They do odd jobs and talk to the old people who
hold their visits as the event of the week, as some of
them see no-one else.

In general, the Social Service group has this year
managed to uphold the good name it has built up over
the past few years in the surrounding district.

V. J. Bull

RADIO CLUB
This year the Radio Club has had a lot more younger

boys in it, who are keen to learn about, the radio
receiver, and electronics. Many of them have started on
alarms, wetness indicators and others,
small projects building medium wave radios, burglar

Two quite large projects basically made last year, but
completed this year were a two-way intercom con-
structed by Chris Murrell (Blake) and Stephen Fyles
(Blake), and an aerial tuning unit again constructed by
Stephen Fyles. The latter is now used in the Radio Room
with the C.C.F. and school transmitters, which have

greatly improved this year, whilst the former originally
to be paid for and used by Chris Murrell in his home,
is now much appreciated and greatly used in Hawke
by Mr. Home.

The club this year, loses its members Chris Murrell
who is emigrating to South Africa, the schools no. 1
radio operator Johnny Derrick (Howe) and two sixth
formers, Major Wray (Drake) and Flossie Holmes
(Collingwood).

The whole of the club is greatly indebted to Mr.
Bennett's continual enthusiastic efforts and great patience
with the club members.

S.F.

CHESS
This year we had our first external success in the

R.M.S. chess circle, repaying Mr. Mayers for all the
effort he has put in. The junior team, Macaulay, East-
lake, Blogg, Foale and Varnham won the Reverend
Weir shield for Suffolk junior schools. The seniors were
narrowly beaten in the final of the senior equivalent,
the Sir Henry Warner shield. Both teams played North-
gate Grammar School, who had both shields from the
previous years.

We entered two teams in the 'Sunday Times' com-
petition this year, fully expecting the first team to win
the zone. In the second round, however, we were drawn
against Denes School at Lowestoft. They were even
newer than us to the competition and had no past
record. They had two Norfolk County players, and we
were well and truly thrashed.

Regarding the 'Sunday Times' competition much
thanks is due to Mr. O'Brien who helped with the
teams for away matches.

For home matches, by kind permission of Mr. Sea-
come, we have moved into the library. For the Old
Boys' match, however, the match was played on the
terrace, for a spectator game, and proved a great
success.

This match was the first against the Old Boys and the
school won by 9i—i. As more of the present chess club
leave the school and come back to play, the scoreline
should even out. We all look forward to a continuing
tradition of annual matches.

Simon Macaulay, moving from strength to strength,
again won the school championship, and next year
will take over from Roger Gibb as Chess Secretary.

The losing Senior Shield team was: K. Woodcock,
R. Gibb, M. Boniwell, S. Smith and R. Steed. B. Atkin-
son and R. Ashby have played regularly and so have
P. Bray, A. Bowden and S. Carpenter for the junior
teams.

K. Railton-Woodcock

SAILING
Although we have plenty of helmsmen who can rail

a boat competently, there are very few skilful racing
helmsmen. An attempt to remedy this has been made
with the introduction of the Sailing Club under the
expert instruction of Mr. Lilley. This comprises thirty
boys ranging from 4th to 5th form, from whom we
hope, and I think under Mr. Lilley's guidance can
expect, to get thirty skilled helmsmen.

At this point I would like to thank on behalf of
the club C. P. O. Mullender, who gave us two lectures
which were both interesting and of an extremely high
standard, and also Lt. Roach who during the autumn
once again allowed us to use the H.M.S. Ganges Bosun's
dinghies.

We have suffered this year from having twice as
many sailors as places in boats. However, due to a lot
of extra hard work by Mr. Lilley the whole system has
been streamlined so that a lot of time is saved.

This has been a rather inactive year as far as the
sailing team is concerned as we have only had two
fixtures. The first was against the Old Boys, in which
the school won, just! The second was the East Suffolk
Schools Regatta at Oulton Broad where we obtained
3rd place in the slow handicap section.
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In the Inter-House series Cornwallis were an easy
first, with Howe and Nelson record equal.

It is worthy of note that D. Roach of Cornwallis only
saw another boats transom once in all the races he
sailed.

Last, but by no means least, I would like to thank
Cdr. Lamb and the instructors for all their hard work
and expert advice.

P.J.F.S.
THE RAILWAY CLUB

This year saw the 'selling-off' of the large 'OO' guage
infirmary layout. The club has been granted permission
to keep the old infirmary operating theatre, and £40
is coming from the Olympia Fund to enable the club
to start afresh. The state of the operating theatre leaves
something to be desired, but it is hoped that repairs
will be carried out during the summer vacation. Two
layouts are being considered with a view to purchasing
a new model railway for the club, one an 'N' and the
other an 'OO' guage layout. Both belong to members
of the club, and the price of both combined comes to
approximately £60. The extra £20 to cover the cost,
presuming that the club decides to purchase both lay-
outs, will be made up by Mr. G. L. Platt, the new
master in charge of the club.

Outings last year were fairly sparse, most of them
being to Ipswich Historical Transport Society meetings,
in Ipswich. We are very grateful to Mr. Woodward,
president of the I.H.T.S., for allowing us to attend these
meetings.

Members of the club are very grateful to Mr. Platt
for his energetic efforts to revive the club, and especially
for his very generous offer to cover the extra cost of the
proposed layouts. So we look forward to next year with
the prospect of continued railway 'life' in the school,
although we lose two of our most solid supporters in
I. S. Fawcett and D. Crouch.

A. J. Smy

CURRENT AFFAIRS NOTICE BOARD
Now in its second year of operation this notice board

has striven to keep up with the news. For the autumn
and spring terms A. Cooper of Drake was of great
assistance, and his sitting for G.C.E. 'A' levels was a
set back. Next term C. Goodman of Collingwood will
take his place.

Overall school news has been reasonably frequent
during this past academic year. On 13th October, the
school gas plant on the east side of the saluting base
exploded, the news reaching the front pages of the
"East Anglian Daily Times", the "Suffolk Mercury"
and the Ipswich "Evening Star". The arrival on the
games field at the end of June, of a "radiosonde"
weather observation balloon and its discovery by the
head groundsman, Mr. B. Wilson, was reported in the
"Evening Star". Many events of sport, and boys at
fgtes were reported, as was the visit of some sixth
form boys to a 'retreat' to Hadleigh; also, the testing
of closed circuit TV for tennis coaching by Mr. Curtis,
in the Gym.

Special Correspondent

ANSON HOUSE REPORT 1971
"Ne Tentes aut Perfice"

In spite of the occasional disciplinary trouble the
house has run fairly smoothly throughout the year.

For the sixth consecutive year we have succeeded in
retaining the house swimming shield. As we lose John
Naylor, Rodney Paine, Ian Lewis and a number of
other swimmers at the end of term, the result of next
years swimming sports will not be as obvious as it was
this year.

Despite a marked improvement in both attitude and
enthusiasm, the seniors ended up on the bottom rung
of the ladder in nearly every sport. Two matches, how-
ever, will not easily be forgotten; in the soccer knock-
puts, Drake, expecting a walkover, were disappointed
in that they met with some hard opposition, although

they eventually won 4—2. The other game was a more
eyently matched Rugby League game against St.
Vincent which we lost narrowly. Fortunately there is
still hope yet as, although the juniors did little better
than the seniors in most of their sports, they came a
convincing 3rd in the Cricket Qnock-outs and were
well up in the Soccer.

Regarding the other sports' activities let it suffice to
say that we came 5th in the inter-house sailing races
which was due to Paul Brayshaw's efforts. Our chess
team, which included Malcolm Varnham and Derek
Sage who both came 2nd in the Suffolk Schools' Chess
championships, came 4th in the chess knock-outs.

Special mention is due to those boys in the house who
continually give of their best in activities which are
normally taken for granted especially our Social Service
contingent and the boys who, under the supervision of
Vince Bull, do the pavilion teas.

Academically we did reasonably well, gaining seven
prizes on Speech Day, three of which were for Prose
and Verse: David Galloway receiving the 4 A/B prize.
Richard Squires receiving the 2 U/X prize and Thomas
Strang receiving the 1 U/X prize.

On behalf of all the Ansonians I would like to thank
Mr. Platt, Mr. O'Brien, Mr. Everard and especially Mr.
Rodway and Miss Davidson whose continued efforts
maintained an easy and pleasant atmosphere in the
house throughout the year. Unfortunately Mr. O'Brien
leaves us at the end of the term, after being with us for
three years, to become an assisting master in Blake.
We hope he has enjoyed his stay here and we wish him
all the best for the future.

Finally, I would like to wish all those who are leaving
this term good luck for the future.

Robb Steed

BLAKE
Although the activities of the past school year were

not without achievement, the major events seemed to
elude us. Perhaps the lack of school team potential
within our ranks was a contributing factor. Thus, with
what talents we have largely unrecognised, the quality
of our league team was much improved and the 'Blake
Heavies' achieved some measure of success in the
inter-House competitions throughout the year; the high-
light was undoubtedly being the runners-up in the
senior soccer. The junior cross country team came
fourth, with N. Herbert convincingly first home. The
senior team also gave a good account of themselves.

This term the junior tennis team, under their Captain
R. Wollan, won the cup, and the senior team were a
very creditable third. In athletics the House was placed
seventh this year, but with J. Mattick, N. Herbert, D.
Crane, G. Trimby in School Athletic teams, we have
hopes of improving on this next time.

Our swimming 'record' was irreparably damaged
when P. Eyre brought back the Moncrief Cup and,
ably assisted by D. Auger and Messrs. Burton, Burrows
and French, raised the House off the bottom at long
last.

Although many boys worked hard, results achieved
in academic work were very modest but prizes were won
by — D. Hands for Physics, P. Henderson for Biology
and Chemistry, S. Fyles for Metalwork, and S. Traynor
was awarded a prize for second in form. In addition,
G. Buxey-Softley was awarded the Silver Flute.

Earlier in the term we said goodbye to C. Murrell
who is emigrating, S. Russell to join the Army, and,
more recently, to P. Henderson, G. Buxey-Softley, J.
Hearn, D. Hands, G. Adams, M. O'Leary, M. Jones, N.
French and W. Crocker, and we wish them the best of
luck in the future.

We would like to thank all the House staff for their
continued efforts on our behalf and especially the
House Matron and her helpers for the social activities.

Finally, we are sad to see Mr. E. H. Gentry leave
Blake but, at the same time, extend a warm welcome
to Mr. D. S. O'Brien.

Blakeite
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COLLINGWOOD
"Ferar, Unus Et Idem"

There can be no doubt that the general happiness in,
and our united endeavours for the House have resulted
in a most successful year.

Our first place in classwork shows we are preparing
ourselves sensibly for the future, for whether we are
bright or not so bright is immaterial provided we make
the best use of our abilities. We congratulate M. Hook,
L. Watton, K. Booth. D. Cunningham, R. Nicholls and
A. Alsford on receiving prizes on speech day, and we wish
successful results to all who sat external examinations.

The "Imponderables" — smartness and bearing and
conduct — nullified pur efforts to win the Queen's
Banner for the first time (we finished third). In these
sections it would appear that individuals rather than
the House as a whole were responsible for our fall from
grace — In future we must see these "drones" toe the
line.

Yes, the time has come and "Charlie" is leaving, not
;o be boss anymore — he is being put out to grass and
,o we wish Mr. Chapman every happiness on his retire-
.nent as Housemaster after 15 years of service to
Collingwoodians, and we thank him most sincerely for
his helpful and timely advice to us and sometimes d—
him, to our parents; for his comfort in times of stress
and for all his efforts on our behalf. Our best wishes
also to Mrs. Chapman, Gail and Callum. Mr. Chapman
will not be leaving us entirely as he is replacing Mr.
Seacome as relief master. We thank Mr. Seacombe for
all his efforts over the years, including his yearly
Christmas mental puzzle and wish him happiness in
Howe. Our thanks go also to Mr. Simon and Mr. Brooke
for their unstinted endeavours to keep us in good
order, and to Mrs. Metcalfe, our matron, for her kindly
and sympathetic approach and for all she does (aided
by Mrs. Smith) to keep us and the House clean, tidy
and in A.I condition.

Finally, we wish all success and happiness (in their
chosen careers) to all those boys who have left us
during the year. Over to Charlie.

Cuthbert
/ extend to Mr. Vingoe and his family, on behalf of

the staff and boys of Collingwood best wishes for a
happy and successful tenure over the next fifteen years.

It is with pride and deep affection that my family
and 1 will recall our fifteen years of happy association
with Collingwood. We have many treasured memories
of those many grand young men who have passed
through its portals and made their \mark in life. We
have been grateful for and impressed by their friend-
ship and loyalty and it is our sincere wish that the tenets
and traditions of years will continue to flourish and
bring happiness to all Collingwoodians.

Finally, may 1 thank all staff who have served with
me for their untiring, cheerful efforts, and help, their
sound advice and loyalty to Collingwood and myself.

K.W.C.

CORNWALLIS HOUSE 1971-2
Although success has not altogether eluded us this

year, it has been generally a happy time, with much
sound development along the right lines. At the moment,
we are passing through a transitional period, and from
this is emerging a system agreeable to all. All that is
now needed is a little more initiative and co-operation to
bring about a mutually beneficial community within
Cornwallis.

Each year we seem to produce able yachtsmen, and
this year has been no exception. With Dean Roach at
the helm, ably supported by John Hadley in both ability
and weight, we won easily. In the field of Athletics,
special mention must be made of Martin Childs who
is developing into a fine athlete.

As seems usual now, the appearance of the house
has gradually changed over the past few terms. As a
result of the efforts of Miss Chamberlain, and Mr. and
Mrs. Long, extra material benefits have been introduced

into the house. These new additions have helped pro-
mote a more relaxed and comfortable atmosphere.

During the past year we have had as assistant house-
master Mr. Oliver, who has lived with us in the house.
I would wish to thank him, on behalf of everybody,
and to wish him the very best that the future may hold.

Finally, I would like to extend my warm thanks to
Mrs. Long, Mr. Mayers, Mr. Burbidge, Miss Chamber-
lain, and Mr. Long, who as housemaster has done such
a great deal for us all.

R. King

DRAKE
On reflecting through Drake's last year, I think

possibly the most prominent of the House's features has
been its general happiness. This is definitely attributable
to the very easy relationship between the badge boys
and the rest of the House, a relationship of familiarity
yet where the badge boys are in full control of any
serious situation that may occur.

I would like to take this opportunity to
thank on behalf of all the boys, especially the juniors,
the person who has been undoubtely the biggest sole
contributor to this happiness, Miss Hynes our House-
matron, who is unfortunately leaving us at the end of
the year. Miss Hynes has continued to do far more
than her post requires, making everybody feel at home
with her fudge, biscuits, coffee and very likeable per-
sonality. I know she will be very sadly missed, as she
will miss the boys.

The House has certainly not been without its share of
success, particularly on the sports field. The year began
with us retaining the Boxing Shield, although we had
to share the honour with Howe. We also came third in
the senior Rugby knock-out. The next term saw us win
the Intermediate cross country, thanks to Neil Strange's
enthusiasm in getting the team through training. We
were also runners-up in the junior Rugby knock-out
competition. The summer term saw us retain the senior
Tennis Cup, and also retain a 2nd place in the Athle-
tics Spots.

Educationally, I think we achieved a satisfactory
standard, particularly the seniors who consistently ran
up a fine total of places. "Zoc" Sewell deserves special
mention once again for maintaining his unconquered
position at the top of 5U, and also for collecting 5
prizes on Speech Day.

Lastly I would like to thank the House for
the continued and unflagging co-operation throughout
the year, as I know that if the boys are called upon
to do anything they will do it with enthusiasm and
efficiency. I certainly wish the House all the best luck
for the future.

T. N. Redmond
Drake will not be the same without Tim Redmond;

for three full years now, as Deputy and Head of House,
he has selflessly worked to improve the condition and
achievements of all the boys. Above all, he has taught
by exofnple. We all wish him every success.

A.B.L.B.

HAWKE HOUSE
"Strike"

"How about?
"Upon the eastern side of RHS,
Where many boats the creek is seen to hold,
There lies a House whose name you need not guess,
It is great Hawke, as now you have been told.
Still full of spirit that is yet not cold,
And full of deeds too numerous to mention,
To tell of but a few is our intention".

"Great! You're a cert for the Nye Poetry Prize with
stuff like that". "We've never won that, have we?"
'No. Come to think of it, we haven't won much else
either this time". "Stick to the poetry, man, they'll be so
busy reading it that they won't notice".

"Only with speeches fair
Ches woos the gentle air
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With Box and Orr to win the Prose and Verse.
So also Holmes who made a splash and all
By being 4th Lifesaver National.
In Senior Cricket League a First, in Junior KO one

place worse,
Fourth in Athletics and in Swimming Sports a third,
Fifth in the Banner — this really is absurd".
"Press on, you've given them both Milton and some

Chaucer
They'll lap it up like cats do from a saucer".
"Well, here are bitter pills I'd like to sugar,
We lost the semi-finals of the Soccer and the Rugger".
"Leaving this term are Geoff, Old Ches and maybe

Glenn,
Tris, Paul and Chicks, Robert and brainy Wenn.
To say farewell is always very hard,
Let's leave the last word to the Bard;
"Thyself thou gavest, thy own worth then not knowing,
Or me, to whom thou gav'st, else mistaking,
So thy great gift, upon misprision growing,
Comes home again, on better judgment making".
"For duties past we give our thanks
And so we should,
To Mrs. Clark and Matron Bush
To Messrs. Eatock, Guilbert,
And the good Stan Good".

HOOD HOUSE
"Loyalty, Sincerity. Industry"

This year marked the end of an era, when at Christ-
mas, Mr. Curtis came to the end of his fifteen years as
housemaster of Hood. I am sure that all boys for -whom
he acted as father while they were here, are grateful to
him and to Mrs. Curtis for all they have done.

Mr. Curtis was succeeded as housemaster by Mr.
A. J. Cairns, and we wish him and his family a happy
sojourn in Hood.

Also at Christmas, W. A. D. (Jack) Carter, who was
head of school, left to begin his R.A.F. University
Cadetship at Oxford. Jack is the first boy from the
school to go to Oxford, and we send him our congratu-
lations, coupled with our best wishes.

The house has had a very successful year all round.
We maintained our high reputation for smartness and
bearing, we did well in schoolwork, and perhaps our
most noticeable achievement was in "doing the treble",
by winning the senior knock-out competition in the three
major games — Rugby, Soccer and Cricket.

Our efforts throughout the year were rewarded
by winning the first Lord's Cup, which is presented to
the house which is placed second in the Queen's Banner
Competition.

Leavers this term include myself, Dave Tallin, Jerry
Janes, John Jordan, Steve Hammett, Peter Snow, Bruce
Atkinson, Mick Zammit, Don Whyte and Micheal Gil-
body. I should like to wish them all good luck in their
respective careers, whilst my best wishes for continued
success go to those whom we leave behind us.

Finally, my most sincere thanks to Mr. Cairns and
to Miss Woodvine, who have worked very hard, sparing
neither time nor effort in attending to our every need.
I hope that they both enjoy a well-earned holiday.

Mick Moss

HOWE
This has been a successful year in many aspects of

School life. Although there have been a few setbacks
there has been a good spirit and a happy atmosphere
in the House.

On the games field the Juniors proved to be more
successful than the Seniors — finishing second in the
soccer KO competition and third in the cross country
championships. With a young team the Seniors did well
to finish second in the tennis competition. The whole
House collaborated well to achieve second and third
places in the swimming and athletics sports respectively.
We outshot all opposition to win both shooting trop-
hies and our captain M. Nash finished second in the
Caledonia Cup. C. Mullender and D. Beattie took

second place in the sailing competition. Whilst S.
Macaulay won the School Chess championship for the
second year running and led the House team to victory
in the Inter-House chess competition.

We wish those boys who are leaving every success
in their chosen careers. Mrs. Aspinall has been with us
for eleven terms and is leaving to take up a new post.
We thank her for her quiet efficiency and for all she has
done for the House and wish her success and happiness
in her new job.

Howean
NELSON HOUSE

This year we welcomed Mr. Crick to Nelson as
housemaster.

Through the collective efforts of the house, we have
been successful, culminating in the winning of the
Queen's Banner for the 3rd consecutive year. I must
admit that I was surprised at first, but on reflection I
realised that we have been very consistent in all our
activities.

This consistency was particularly evident on the games
field where we were seldom out of the top 3 or 4 places.
In the cross-country event we maintained an excellent
record gaining a 1st and two 2nd's in the three age
groups. Perhaps our biggest coup however was in the
athletics sports where we had 49 finalists out of 50
entrants and won by 70 points — a true indication
of the collective effort of the house.

In school work we have had an above average year
starting with A. Gamble being awarded a place at St.
Catherine's College, Cambridge. During the year. J.
Moffett, M. Chapman, M, Elswood, D. Scott, P. Fray
and M. Saunders were promoted to higher forms, and
the following boys received first in form on subject
prizes on Speech Day, A. Bray, R. Scott, I. Barron, M.
Johnson and B. Lay.

I would like to congratulate P. Cairns and R. Trowern
gagement. They leave to live in Scotland where Mr.
also M. Johnson and C. Jeynes on their promotion to
C.P.O. boy at the beginning of next term.

I would also like to congratulate on behalf of the
house, Miss E. Reeve and Mr. R. Uffold on their en-
gagement. They leave to live in Scotland where Mrs.
Uffold takes a new appointment as Head of Mathema-
tics at Rannoch School, Perthshire. During their time
here they have both contributed above and beyond the
call of duty towards making Nelson a pleasant place to
live in — a home not just a house.

P. Sims
I would also like to take this opportunity of letting

the House know how grateful I am for all their efforts,
not only in the major events which have already been
mentioned, but in so many little ways when boys have
been prepared to put themselves out for each other.
We all owe a debt of gratitude for the example set by
Miss Reeve and Mr. Uffold in particular, as well as the
Senior boys Peter Sims and Brian Lay. To all who have
left this term, in addition to Sims and Lay, we wish the
very best for the future and remind them that we shall
always be very pleased to see them.

P.C.C.
RALEIGH

This year has tended to be rather average in all
aspects, though this has not been due to lack of effort.
Where we did shine was in schoolwork, and maintained
a very high standard of tri-weekly results throughout
the year. Our efforts in the classroom can be easily
seen by the fifteen prizes we collected at the end of
the year, and particular congratulations to D. Sartain
and T. Burgoyne, who received three each. We cer-
tainly hope this standard will be continued in the
future.

Games results were not particularly outstanding. There
were however a few sports exploiting the talents we
had. We were placed an unlucky second in both
shooting competitions, though D. de la Plain did
particularly well to win the Caledonia Cup. We came
second in the junior tennis after a very close final, and
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similarly in the inter-house chess knock-out. Our true
skill was displayed by the Senior football team in
winning the 7-a-side competition after coming a very
good fifth in the knock-out competition, having lost
only one game. We also met with some success in the
boxing and swimming.

I would like to thank Mr. Hall for all the effort he
has put in in his first year as Housemaster, and am
sure that the house will benefit from his guidance. We
also welcomed this year, as one of our assistant
masters, Mr. Williams, who has been a welcome figure
around the House. Mr. Firth and Mr. Brown have
also played a great part in ensuring happiness in the
House, and 1 would like to thank them all for the effort
they have put in. Mrs. Hetherington has now completed
her first full year in the house and has done much
to keep the house running smoothly.

M.R.B.

ST. VINCENT
This past year the house has had a mixed success,

with some strange ups and downs. We have been un-
lucky to have quite a young house with only six Vlth
formers of whom there were none in the second year
sixth. Consequently in sport we have had a relatively
weak senior showing while the juniors have been lead-
ing the way.

Housemasters and housematrons must be amongst
the hardest working people in the school and Mr.
Hawkins and Miss Gardner are no exception. Their
hard work and time put into the house has been greatly
appreciated.

This year Mr. Carter joined the school and St.
Vincent and he tells me that house duties are quite an
experience. Mr. Marshall joined us from Howe and
his dry sense of humour has gone down well with all
the boys.

Going back to games, we came fourth in the swim-
ming. This is quite an achievement as the previous
placings that I can remember have all been in the
bottom four.

D. Haynes and W. Gill leave for Australia; Jack
Giles, Mic Abbot, Mark Lucas, Simon Fawcett and
Brian Haynes are all leaving to take further courses
elsewhere. Bob Mills has joined a firm of coachbuilders
in Scunthorpe. We all hope they do well and wish
them the best of luck in their future positions.

K.R.W.

LAWN TENNIS, 1972
The tennis season now extends throughout the year

and again this has been a very busy and successful one,
with a most encouraging increase in strength among
the juniors. Our boys have achieved some success in
matches and competitions, although falling short of
winning trophies. They did win the Suffolk Shield,
however, and the Eastern Region, Under 14 "Plate".

The top school players, the Captain D. Wright
(Drake) and D. de la Plain (Raleigh) were unbeaten
as a school pair and have proved to be one of the best
pairs in Eastern Region schools. The 1st VI had pro-
blems with its third pair, several combinations being
tried, but they could not win a rubber. However, in the
match against old rivals Northgate Grammar School a
young pair, D. Marsh (Hood) and M. Cplbeck (Hawke)
was tried and they achieved a win against the second
pair enabling us to win the match. They have continued
as a successful pair.

Regular coaching took place in the gym during the
winter and spring terms, involving sixty boys. Some
singles matches were played on Saturday evenings
against Suffolk County boys and in regular play on
Sunday evenings the top boys sharpened up their game
and increased their knowledge. At the end of the spring
term a match was arranged against the Suffolk Junior
team to play singles, as a preparation for their inter-

counties tournament at Easter. Our No. 1 and No. 2
did well.

There were visits by Mr. and Mrs. Julian Tatum, the
Suffolk County Men's Captain and his wife, to do some
coaching, as well as regular coaching by Mr. and Mrs.
L. Fulcher, both Suffolk County players. A Refresher
Course for Schoolmasters was led by Mr. Jack Moore,
of the Lawn Tennis Foundation of Great Britain, in
the Gymnasium in March. Ten of our boys demon-
strated our training game of Mini-Lawn Tennis as part
of the Course.

The Eastern Region of the Boys' Schools' L.T.A. ran
a most successful residential coaching course in the
Easter holidays. Thirty-six under-14 boys, from sixteen
schools in six counties, attended and a number of our
boys were included. The opening talk was given by
Mr. C. M. Jones, a former British Davis Cup player
and now Editor of the magazine "Lawn Tennis".

The senior House competition for the Lloyd Cup was
won again by Drake, who successfully held off a strong
challenge from Howe. The Houses in the junior semi-
finals had not figured at this stage before and the final
was one of the best for years. The first doubles match,
which decided the tie, was excellent tennis between
young school players. Blake (R. Wollan and A. Love)
beat Raleigh (R. Drewett and P. Merrick) with a score
of 6—4, 5—7, 6—4.
boys, playing over 450 matches and used the Van Allen

The Age-group Championships involved over 120
Simplified Scoring System — which is too involved to
explain here! The results were as follows:

Under 15 — A. Jones (Cornwallis) beat D. Marsh
(Hood); Under-14 — M. Colbeck (Hawke) beat R.
Drewett (Raleigh); Under 13 — P. Merrick (Raleigh)
beat D. Greenfield (Cornwallis), Under-12 — M. Good-
win (Cornwallis) beat C. Brown (Raleigh).

W.E.C.

ATHLETICS 1972
Considering that the weather throughout the Summer

term has been persistently against good times and re-
sults, the athletics season has seen a fair share of
success. The senior age-group has been inhibited
throughout by a lack of good field competitions, how-
ever, the track events, particularly the long and middle
distance events, have had a lot of success from all
age-groups.

Sixteen boys went to the Suffolk Sports at H.M.S.
Ganges, where we gained 3 first places, 5 seconds, 2
thirds and 3 fourth places. M. Johnson of Nelson was
chosen to represent Suffolk in the all-England cham-
pionships, and indeed achieved a very commendable
8th place overall in the 400 metres. I think that we
could possibly have seen some more boys at these
championships if the qualifying standard had not been
raised. In the School's meetings against H.M.S. Ganges,
St. Joseph's, Chantry and Northgate we maintained our
high level of success, although the U-14, U-15, U-16's
did lose against Chantry School by 211 to 216. Through-
out the inter-school season, 26 records were broken,
a very commendable achievement considering the un-
favourable conditions. Colts colours were awarded to
D. Travern (Nelson), G. Laing (Nelson), R. Parkin (St.
Vincent), M. Pearce (Howe) and K. Tesh (DK). Senior
colours were re-awarded to T. Redmond (DK) and M.
Johnson (Nelson) and new awards awarded to M.
Hobbs (Cnd), D. Cornwall (???) and T. Newson (Hd).

In the Inter-House Sports held on the 7th June, 7
records were broken and 1 equalled. Nelson retained
the Shield for the 2nd year, 70J points ahead of the
second house.

Lastly, I would like to thank Mr. Saunders, Mr.
Genting and Mr. Firth for all the work and time that
they have put into coaching athletics this season, be-
cause it is certainly largely due to them that we have
been able to achieve such success in spite of the
elements.

T. N. Redmond
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SWIMMING
Inter-House Swimming Sports

For the seventh successive time Anson warded off all
opposition to win the shield with 131 points. Howe were
again second with a very good effort by all their
swimmers with 108 points and Hawke were third.
Results:

U-12, 1 length breastroke, M. Taylor (Cornwallis)
36.3 seconds; 1 length backstroke, J. Perry (Nelson)
31.8 seconds; I length freestyle, Wallis (Hawke) 26.3
seconds; 3 x 1 length medlay relays (Anson) 1 minute
45.7 seconds.

U-13, 1 length breastroke, M. Shaw (Drake) 31.4
seconds; 1 length backstroke, D. Barrie (St. Vincent)
31.6 seconds; 1 length butterfly, V. Pearson (Anson)
31.3 seconds; 1 length freestyle, P. Eyne (Blake) 26.5
seconds; 3 x 1 medlay relays (St. Vincent) 1 minute
32.9.

U-14, 2 length breastroke, M. Cojbeck (Hawke) 72.0
seconds; 2 length backstroke, D. Williams (Cornwallis)
61.2 seconds; 1 length butterfly, N. Smith (Howe) 28.8
seconds; 2 length freestyle, D. Williams (Cornwallis)
54.1 seconds; 4 x 1 medlay relays (Howe) 2 minutes
01.8 seconds.

U-15, 2 length breastroke, T. Attwood (Anson) 64.4
seconds; 2 length backstroke, R. Paine (Anson) 63.0
seconds; 1 length butterfly, M. Gale (Anson) 24.3
seconds; 2 length freestyle, M. Gale (Anson) 61.2
seconds; 4 x 1 medlay relays (Drake).

O-15, 3 length breastroke, J. Naylor (Anson) 1 minute
38.4 seconds; 3 length backstroke, I. Lewis (Anson)
1 minute 28.2 seconds; 2 length butterfly, J. Naylor
(Anson), M. Smith (Howe) 1st=60.6 seconds; 3 length
freestyle, J. Barrie (St. Vincent) 1 minute 25.5 seconds;
4 x 1 medlay relays (Raleigh) 1 minute 48.0 seconds.

Open, 6 x 1 Hawk, 4 x 1 Individual, 2 minutes 20.6
seconds Medlay I. Lewis (Anson) 2 minutes 1.9 seconds.
Stewart Cup

Winner was M. J. Gale (Anson) in 2 minutes 34.3
seconds; Runner-up was I. S. Lewis (Anson) in 2
minutes 41.7 seconds.
Moncrieff Cup

Winner was P. J. Eyne (Blake) in 1 minute 20.5
seconds; runner-up was J. Perry (Nelson) in 1 minute
23.1 seconds.

This was another good year for the swimmers being
defeated only three times, all of which were revenged.
Our success must surely be due to the great efforts by
our coach Mr. G. A. Rodway for whose help we are
most grateful. We had four matches in the Autumn
winning only one; the pool was closed during the spring
and after that we were unbeaten!
Results:

Ipswich S.C. (home) lost 116-102, won 134-94; (away)
lost 80-74 won 90-74. Duke of Yorks. R.M.S. (a) won
73-66. Norwich Swan (home) lost 107-124 (away) won
115-114. Felsted School (a) won 103-44. H.M.S. Ganges
(h) won 48-29, (a) won 75-61. Colchester R.G.S. (h)
won 126-102. Bishop Stortford (a) won 126-114. Wy-
mondham (h) won 156-68. Old Stortfordians Swimming
Club trophy: in an under-15 medley relay event the
school were 5th out of 16 teams.
National School Championships, Leicester

Unfortunately we had to swim two of our reserves
and could only manage to finish eleventh with a time
of 3 minutes 15.7. The team was I. Lewis, J. Holmes,
M. Gale and D. Whyte.

Our current team came second in the divisional
Championships failing to qualify for the National
Finals this Autumn.
Suffolk Swimming

In the Age group Championships we gained five
firsts, four seconds and six thirds. At the Suffolk
Schools' Championships. Fourteen boys helped East
Suffolk to become champions. We had five individual
firsts and won both of the relays.
Colours

Firsts—Re-awards: C. Mullender, M. Smith. New
Awards: J. Naylor, T. Holmes, J. Barrie, I. Lewis, S.
Davis.

Colts—Re-awards: M. Gale. New Awards: R. Paine,
T. Attwood, M. Hickson, D. Williams, N. Smith.

M. A. Smith
SHOOTING

This has been a very successful year with some
excellent results. In our most important fixture, the
Country Life Competition, we came 4th and won the
Progress Shield, being the team making greatest im-
provement, although we came 7th last year.

In the C.C.F. Schools' .303 shoot at Colchester, we
fought through to the finals before losing to the A.C.F.

Once again we were narrowly beaten by the Duke
of York's School by a margin of only 9 points this
time.

The Royal Grammar School, High Wycombe,
challenged us to a match early in the year which we
succeeded in winning. On two separate occasions we
also beat H.M.S. Ganges.

A cup was very generously presented by an Old Boy,
M. Davies, for the annual match held here against the
Old Boys. The school won and so will hold the Davies
Cup for the first year.

I feel sure that the rest of the team would like to
join me in thanking Mr. F. Coombes for his endless
support and coaching throughout the year, which
enabled us to obtain such a high standard of shooting.

The following represented the school in the team:
N. R. Martin (captain), C. C. Wilson, D. de la Plain,
M. Knowles, J. Mattick, A. Williams, D. Green, N.
Nash and J. Daragon.

Crackshot
BOXING

There was the usual full entry for the Inter-House
Boxing Championships, and for the first time in the
competition, we had a tie, when both Drake and Howe
finished with 44 points.

The school boxing team were one fixture short of
their normal quota of matches, when Bedford School
were forced to cancel our match because of illness in
their school. The results of the other three matches
were as follows:

R.H.S. 7 v H.M.S. Ganges 2; R.H.S. 7 v Dulwich
College 10; R.H.S. 7 v Royal Grammar School, New-
castle 4.

Boxing colours were awarded to S. Harvey (St.
Vincent) who won the decision in a way closely fought
contest against Dulwich College, and who, having re-
presented the school regularly over the past four years,
remains undefeated.

A.J.C.
SOCCER — LEAGUES & KNOCK-OUTS

In the first round of the Junior K.O. competition
Collingwood defeated Raleigh 1-0. Raleigh's perfor-
mance during the rest of the competition gained them
llth place. Collingwopd, however, went on to win the
trophy by overwhelming Howe 5-1 in the final. In the
senior competition Hood defeated Blake 2-0. The
result was never really in doubt but the smaller Blake
team, captained by A. Love, gave their heavier oppo-
nents a few anxious moments before the final whistle.

In addition to winning the Junior K.O. competition,
Collingwood carried off both Junior and Senior League
titles.

At the end of the Spring term an Inter-House 7-a-side
competition was held. The games produced some good
football and made many players appreciate, possibly
for the first time during the soccer season, the value
of accurate and intelligent passing. In the final
Raleigh defeated Collingwood. Hood won the Plate
competition.

For the first time an Inter-Form League was
arranged during the Spring term for the 1st year. This
proved to be a most enjoyable competition and was
very well organised by A. Denchar. IX won all their
games and topped the league. IB' finished 2nd and
1U finished 3rd. Brown of IX was the leading goal
scorer with 9 goals.

C.S.
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For details of photographs see page 39

INTER-HOUSE CRICKET COMPETITIONS
KNOCK-OUT COMPETITIONS

Senior Junior
1. Hood 1. Collingwood
2. Nelson 2. Hawke
3. Collingwpod 3. Anson
4. Cornwallis 4. Nelson
5. St. Vincent 5. Howe
6. Drake 6. Raleigh
7. Hawke 7. Drake
8. Raleigh 8. Hood
9. Blake 9. St. Vincent

10. Howe 10. Blake
11. Anson 11. Cornwallis

LEAGUE COMPETITIONS
Senior Junior

1. Hawke 1. St. Vincent
2. Blake 2. Howe
3. Collingwood 3. Collingwood
4. Cornwallis 4. Cornwallis
5. Hawke 5. Hawke
6. Raleigh 6. Nelson
7. Duke 7. Raleigh
8. Nelson 8. Blake
9. Hood 9. Hood

10. St. Vincent 10. Drake
11. Anson 11. Anson

AJ.C.

GYMNASTICS
This year has been a most satisfying one as a very

high standard has been reached by all gymnasts.
Despite losing Terry Donnelly at the end of last year

we continued to dominate the Suffolk Schools Gymnas-
tic Championships, which were held at Chantry
school, the results being as follows:

Over 15 age group: 1st T. Newson; 2nd R. Steed;
3rd J. Moverly; 4th S. Barber.

Under 15 age group: 2nd S. Kemp; 6th N. Tink;
8th D. Gourlay; 10th S. Taylor.

Under 13 age group: 5th I. Sutcliffe.
Next year these championships will be held at this

school on the 16th December.
At the Eastern Regions Schools' Gymnastic Cham-

pionships the Suffolk Team contained no less than six
boys from the school; T. Newson taking sixth place
and R. Steed taking 8th place in their age groups. It is
expected that both Newson and Steed will reach
National standards next year.

During the Summer term we performed a trampoline-
high box display at four fetes culminating in the
Speech Day display which also included club swinging,
trampetfe work and floor agilities.

Our success is due entirely to Mr. R. J. Powell whose
expert tuition and infinite patience have been irreplace-
able throughout the year.

R. Steed, T. Newson

CROSS COUNTRY
The results of the House Competitions were:

Individual Teams 1st
Senior M. Hobbs Collingwood
Intermediate N. Strange Drake
Junior J. Edwards Nelson
This year was notable for the lack of senior boys

prepared to take part. However, the remnants of last
years undefeated U-15 team performed very well. We
lost by one point to a very senior Ipswich School team,
and also to H.M.S. Ganges, but then beat them con-
vincingly in the return at Ganges. The U-15 team was
once again very strong, winning all their matches. The
two school teams did well at the East Suffolk Trials
although only two boys, M. Hobbs and D. Trowern,
reached the All-England Championships after the
Suffolk Championships. However, the good form of the

young senior team augurs well for the coming year
when the team will be exactly the same.

The following boys were awarded four colours — M.
Johnson, M. Hobbs and R. Gibb, whilst D. Trowern
and R. McNab were awarded colts colours.

Finally, I would like to thank Mr. Gentry for con-
tinued encouragement and introduction of new blood,
and more especially for the winter coaching he main-
tained throughout the Winter and Spring terms.

M. V. Johnson

LIFE SAVING NOTES
The past year has seen a drop in the number of

awards gained, partly because of the closure of the bath
in the Spring term, but also partly due to the falling
off of volunteers for training from the junior forms.

On the other hand we have had some excellent
successes in competition with other schools and clubs.
The more outstanding achievements were: The success
of Holmes, T. and Jones, I. who after qualifying
in the semi-finals at Oxford were placed fourth in the
United Kingdom finals at Coventry.

M. Smith and S. J. Lewis won the men's team event
in the Suffolk County Championships in which three
police teams and a number of swimming clubs were
competing.

The school team is again through to the quarter
finals of the national championships and mean to get
through to the final.

Seven seniors were successful in gaining the new
open waters certificate this term. This test must be
done in a tideway and the conditions on the day of the
test were somewhat rugged with very cold water, a force
four wind and a ground swell. However, the candidates
felt it much more worth while than if it had been a
calm day. We certainly hope to do more of this; though
the safety precautions which have to be taken make it
an exercise for well qualified strong swimmers only.

SCHOOL NOTES
Chief Petty Officer Boys: T. N. Redmond (Drake,

head of school); M. Moss (Hood, deputy head of
school); R. G. G. King (Cornwallis); D. B. B. Wright
(Drake); D. J. Tallin (Hood); P. J. F. Sims (Nelson);
B. Lay (Nelson); M. R. Boniwell (Raleigh); D. Sartain
(Raleigh); D. A. Roach (Cornwallis); D. R. Hands
(Blake); R. J. Steed (Anson); A. M. Dobson (Hawke);
G. K. Harding (Hawke); A. J. Tilley (Hawke); D. E.
Walde (Collingwood).
SPORT: Rugby-Football: Captain: W. A. D. Carter;
Vice-captain: M. Moss. Association Football: Captain:
T. N. Redmond. Vice-captain: R. G. G. King. Cricket:
Captain: K. Railton-Woodcock; Vice-captain: R. G. G.
King. Athletics: Captain: T. N. Redmond; Vice-captain:
M. V. Johnson. Swimming: Captain: M. A. Smith,
Vice-captain: J. A. Naylor. Tennis: Captain: D. B. B.
Wright. Sailing: Captain: P. J. Sims; Vice-captain:
D. A. Roach. Shooting: Captain: D. K. Richards. Cross
country: Captain: M. Johnson; Vice-captain: M. Hobbs.
Boxing: Captain: M. Dobson. Chess: Captain: K.
Railton-Woodcock; Vice-captain: R. Gibb.

STAFF NOTES
(We print below some information on new members
of staff, who have joined since our last edition, or will
be joining next school year. We wish them all a long
and happy stay. Ed.)

The Reverend J. Hall-Matthews — Chaplain
Born in India, where his father was a Headmaster,

and lived in India, New Zealand and Australia as a
young boy; educated at Lancing College, Sussex, and
Queensland University, Australia, where he took an
Honours Degree in History in 1955; assistant Master at
All Soul's School, Queensland, Australia 1956-58; ordi-
nation Course 1958/60; Ordained 1961; curacies at
Woodley, Berkshire, and in the Isle of Dogs, London,
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E.14 1960/65; Mr. Hall-Matthews was Assistant Chap-
lain at Christ's Hospital, Horsham, from 1955 until he
joined us as School Chaplain in April 1972; he is
married, and has four children; Mrs. Hall-Matthews is
a qualified doctor.

At Christ's Hospital, besides being Assistant Chap-
lain, Mr. Hall-Matthews had also served as a House
Tutor and had a good deal to do with games, especially
Athletics and Squash.

The Reverend M. O. G. Henley, ALCD, RNR —
Assistant Chaplain

Educated at Bowood Preparatory School, St. Maryle-
bone Grammar School and London College of Divinity;
ordained 1961; Curate of St. Marylebone Parish
Church, London, 1961/64; chaplain RN 1964/68; 1968-
72 Chaplain to the Anglican Students in the University
of St. Andrews, and also Chaplain RNR Tay Division;
in 1970 Mr. Henley was appointed Assistant Director of
Post-Ordination Training.

He is married; Mrs. Henley is an SRN, and they have
two daughters.

Mr. Henley's interests include Rugby Football, at
which he has done a good deal of coaching, and is also
a qualified referee, sailing and golf.

T. Goddard — HANDICRAFTS DEPT.
Educated at Oldfield Boys' School, the City of Bath

Technical School and Shoreditch College, where he was
a member of the College Rugby Team; Mr. Goddard,
who is married, taught for three years in Zambia,
returning in 1971, since when he has been teaching at
Corsham. He represented his College at Rugby, at
which game he has done a good deal of refereeing.

M. J. Crossland, B.Sc. —
MATHEMATICS DEPT.

Mr. Crossland who is a bachelor, was educated at
Normantpn Grammar School, Yorkshire, and Liver-
pool University, since when he has taught at St.
Wilfrid's Catholic High School, Pontefract, Yorkshire,
where he has taught Mathematics to all levels from
CSE to 'A' level, and also has helped in running Rugby,
Soccer and Cricket teams.

S. J. Horner, BA — SCIENCE DEPT.
Mr. Horner was educated at the Gateway Grammar

School, Leicester, from which he gained an Open
Scholarship to St. Peter's College, Oxford, where he
took an Honours Degree in Bio-Chemistry. At Oxford
Mr. Horner was Captain of his College Athletic and
Cross-Country Clubs, and Hon. Secretary of the Oxford
University Cross-Country Club, gaining a Cross-
Country Blue and an Athletics Half Blue. He is married
and Mrs. Horner is a nurse.

H. Meredith, BSc, ARCS — SCIENCE DEPT.
Educated at Urmston Grammar School and Imperial

College of Science & Technology, London University,
where he graduated with Honours in Physics 1969,
since then he has been, doing research, and also acting
as a Research Supervisor to Students, in the Metallurgy
Department, dealing particularly with ceramics, on
which he has written various papers. Mr. Meredith,
who is married, is interested in photography, chess and
badminton.

(See also end of magazine—Ed.)

GOLF
This year has seen the introduction of golf to men

members of this Sixth Form, so the Sixth Form golf set
has doubled in size and maybe in years to come
younger members of the school may be able to partici-

pate in this ever-growing popular sport. The golf set
does not profess to have any Jack Nicklaus' but while
the standard of golf is not exceedingly great all golfers
in the school play the game well for beginners and
enjoy the sport, although the playing field will not
vouch for that. Obviously in a school this size we
cannot expect to have the full eighteen holes but we
find that six holes is adequate enough. The holes are
well laid out but while the putting greens were not too
good at the beginning of term they have gradually been
improving all the time thanks to the Works Department.

Many members of the Sixth Form now playing golf
only took up the sport at the beginning of term and
their progress has been due to the efforts of Mr.
Cairns who has taken the trouble to obtain coaching
films for us and has been giving us much needed
golfing tips throughout the term. Golf was introduced
into the school only a few years ago and already many
members of the sixth form have the golf bug and must
play the game every day. With this enthusiasm the day
should come when the masters will be itching to play
the boys at the game and learn tips from them! We
like to think that that day is not far off.

K. Charlton

ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL
1ST XI RECORD

Harwich (h) 0-0; Norwich (h) 2-2; Staff 0-3; Braintree
(h) 2-3; Earls Colne (a) 0-1; Northgate (a) 0-6; Wymond-
ham College (h) 3-1; Campion (h) 1-3; Royal Liberty
School (a) 0-4; Ashlyn's (h) 2-1; Northgate (h) 0-4;
Staff 3-1; Old Boys 1-2.

The lack of success in the above results can be
attributed to the appalling number of injuries that were
inflicted upon us, and which resulted in our having to
play more than 20 different players during the season;
to the very young and inexperienced nature of the
team; and also to the fact that our soccer season starts
half-way through the majority of our opponents. How-
ever, inspite of these setbacks and inhibitions, there
was always a tremendous amount of effort put into
our games by all the players, and in fact a lot of the
games that we lost were very close. The season began
with plenty of promise from our games against Har-
wich and Norwich, which we drew but were really
unlucky not to have won both. New colours were
awarded to R. King, A. Love and D. de la Plain, the
last two of whom will be able to form the core of next
year's team which I am sure should have a successful
season.

The team was selected from: T. Redmond, R. King,
A. Love, D. de la Plain, C. Charlton, K. Charlton, J.
Naylor, N. Thompson, D. Wright, D. Waldie, G. Hard-
ing, R. Trowern, P. Fairings, D. Whyte, M. Moss, T.
Newson, D. Sartain, H. Bicks, T. Burgoyne, J. Jones.

T. N. Redmond

2ND XI
P 9 W 6 L 2 D 1 Goals for 27 Against 13

As usual the 2nd XI made several losses to and gains
from the 1st XI during the season. This did not however
prevent the team from enjoying a successful season.
The defence suffered the most from the chops and
changes with the 1st XI, though they were very sound
in our most difficult matches. Our impressive total of
27 goals for could have been improved by better
finishing off in the forward line.

The best all round match of the season was the 3-1
victory over Northgate. They had defeated us 0-1
earlier in the season with a very early goal. This was
the only time Northgate were defeated and was most
probably the peak of 2nd XI football. The most colour-
ful match was our 8-4 victory over Campion school
in which T. Newson scored 4. He was the top-goal
scorer in the season with 8, M. Boniwell, R. Trowern,
B. Lay and K. Charlton got 4 each and the rest were
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evenly distributed amongst the rest of the players.
Unfortunately there are no figures to show how well
the defence played, but they have obviously put just as
much effort into the team.

Finally, I would like to thank Mr. Hall for his help
and direction, which undoubtedly helped us to gain
most of the results we wanted.

The team was chosen from: M. Boniwell (capt.), D.
Waldie, T. Burgoyne, J. Janes, P. Shaw, N. Thompson,
K. Charlton, J. Naylor, M. Raymond, B. Lay, A. Titley
T. Newson, M. Smith, R. Trowern, P. Fewings. D.
Wright, A. Bicks, N. Butt.

M.R.B.

3RD XI
P 4 W 2 D 2 L O

This year the 3rd XI team was very able and aggres-
sive but clean. The team consisted: C. Jeynes, G. Stamp,
M. Smith, P. Fewings, C. Mullender, B. Hancock, J.
Jordan, N. Butt, A. Smy, C. Eggleton, C. Gubby, the
reserve was P. Smith. Unfortunately four of the eight
arranged games were cancelled. The most satisfying
game was against the masters XI; although the score
was 3-3 the team played very well and I feel deserved
to win. The defense was sound, the midfield creative
and the forward line took all the chances. Apart from
the large number of cancelled games it was a very
satisfying season. Finally, I would like to thank on
behalf of the 3rd XI team Mr. Evans our set master
for his guidance throughout the season.

G. Stamp

U-14 SOCCER
P8 W3 DO L5 Goals for 15 Against 22
Results:

Brentwood (A) lost 0-5; Harwich (H) won 5-2; North-
gate (A) lost 0-2; Brentwood (H) lost 0-1; Landseer (H)
won 3-0; Harwich (A) won 5-0; Chantry (A) lost 1-4;
City of Norwich (H) lost 1-8.

The following represented the team during the season.
G. Boyce (capt.), R. Thorpe, N. French, C. Martin, M.
Goddard, M. Robinson. N. Bowden, M. Childs, J.
Stewart, P. Redmond, P. Long, K. White, P. Zarnmit,
J. Murray, A. Smith.

The team was quietly but ably captained by G.
Boyce. More determination was shown in winning the
ball as the season progressed but the main problem
of lack of speed of thought, both 'on' and 'off' the ball
remains.

R.E.E.

U-13 SOCCER
This has been a disappointing season in which the

team suffered many heavy defeats, even though on a
few occasions they were not true reflections on the
matches. There were a few spirited performances by
Hannam and Duncan in the defence.

The team was chosen from:
Earle, Fieldson, Tuckett, Duncan, Johnson, Edwards,

Hannam, Wakeham, Prince, Wise, Watkinson, Baldwin,
Martin, Samson, Lee, Smith, M. C., Dunford.

C.J.

Team
1st XI
2nd XI
U-15 XI
U-14 XI
U-13 XI
U-12 XI

CRICKET
Played Won Drawn Lost

8 0 2 6

1ST XI REPORT
Played 8, Won 0, Drawn 2, Lost 6. At first glance,

their record would indicate that the team had a
disastrous season whereas, in actual fact, from a techni-
cal point of view, the players were better equipped than
many sides which we have had in recent years.

The one aspect of the game in which this year's team
reached rock-bottom, was their lack of fighting spirit
when under pressure. This, together with the fact that
time and time again the recognised batsman got them-
selves out through sheer impatience in driving the
good-length ball, contributed to most of our defeats.
The highlight of the season was an unbeaten 67
against Woolverstone by P. Crispin, who refused to be
overawed by the reputation of Waite's leg-spin, and
hit him to every corner of the boundary.

Colours were awarded to K. Railton-Woodcock, R.
King, S. Murray and Bicks.

2ND XI
Summary: Won 2; Drawn 2; Lost 2.

Although our first match was not played until May
13th, cold winds robbed the early practices of their
value. St. Joseph's appeared just as raw and unready
for match-play as ourselves and were dismissed for 77.
In reply we could muster only 72, Butt playing straight
in defence and hitting the loose ball freely to score
23 of them. At Woolverstone, on an excellent pitch and
in warm sunshine we made 92, Sartain scoring 23 well
supported by Thompson. Against the inswing of Dob-
son, 6 wickets for 14, and steady bowling by Goudge,
4 for 24, Woolverstone totalled only 40 and were
soundly beaten. Away against Ipswich we were able to
field virtually an 'A' XI and performances in this match
influenced subsequent selection for the 1st XI. For the
first time in several years Ipswich were all out, Bicks,
Dobson and Hancock sharing the wickets in a total of
120. For a brief period with Jordan pulling the ball
fiercely to the mid-wicket boundary we looked to have
a chance but other batsmen failed miserably and we
were dismissed for 61. At Ganges we scored our
highest total of the season, 149 for 4 wickets declared.
Carter played a vigorous captain's innings for 52 and
Sartain, in quieter mood, also reached the half century,
undefeated. Gpudge, 6 wickets for 38, claimed the last
wicket two minutes before time. Some notable catches
were held, two by Boniwell but none better than Han-
cock's one handed effort falling backwards in the deep
field. At home against RGS Colchester the captain
persevered too long with his opening bowlers and
Colchester declared at tea with 125 for 9. Against some
fast left arm bowling only Thompson, 27, could make
any runs, but our two last men, Janes and Fawcett,
kept their heads and their wickets so Colchester were
finally thwarted of the victory they deserved. At North-
gate Jordan, 19 and Thompson, 21, batted well but after
an hour's interruption for rain it was Burgoyne, 28 not
out, who held the batting together for us to reach a
total of 108. Rain washed the game out with Northgate
45 for 4 wickets.

In conclusion, this was not a strong 2nd XI but those
involved enjoyed their games, their keenness and
appreciation making it a pleasure to be among them.
The following played: Carter (capt.), Sartain, Dobson,
Jordan, Hancock, Goudge, Thompson, Janes, Burgoyne,
Boniwell, Wheldon, Butt, Fawcett, Lawrence.

R.E.G.

COLTS CRICKET
P 6 W 3 D 1 2.

A reasonably successful season. Unfortunately three
players left during the term and this ended the winning
run. However, everyone contributed to the successes
and enjoyed the games.

Abbott captained the side quite well and had a good
season as wicket keeper and batsman. The most im-
proved batsman was Jones who showed real determina-
tion as an opener.

The team was represented by Abbott, Jones,
McKechnie, Jay, Williams, Nash, Gilbody, Root, Beadle,
Talbot, Taylor, Woolner, Eyre, Cornwall, Watson.

U-12 XI SOCCER
P9 W6 DO L3 Goals for 32 Against 26

After a poor start to the season the team settled
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down to play reasonably attractive football. The main
faults were the inability to move the ball quickly and
to use the space away from defenders. In defence Gallo-
way was sound in goal and Watton developed into
a good full-back. In attack the most dangerous forward
was Ford. The following played for the team: Gallo-
way, Newson, Watton, Tesh (capt.), Brown, Clark,
Hakin, Wallis, Hancock, Fox, Ford, Robertson and
Perry.

COLTS XI SOCCER
P10 W4 D2 L 4 Goals for 23 Against 14

As the playing record suggests this was an average
season. Good victories were gained against Wymond-
ham College (5-1) and Campion School (7-0). Colours
were awarded to Kay, Beadle, Robinson, Charlton and
Bedwell.

The following played regularly for the team: Kay
(capt.), Charlton, Williams, Robinson, Kay, Bedwell,
McKechnie, Root, Watson, Beadle, Rayner, Jay,
Woolner.

U-14 CRICKET
P 8 W 4 D 1 L 3.

This was a mediocre season. Unfortunately the team
never realised its potential. The batting lacked the
determination to "graft" and no batsmen reached a
total of 100 runs for the season. The bowling was
steady and was done mainly by Robinson and Bowden.
The fielding was adequate, but never reached an in-
spiring level. The single-wicket competition for the
Holland Trophy was won by N. Bowden (Collingwood).
The following represented the team: Robinson (capt.),
Bowden, Boyce, Goddard, Stanford, Sherry, Zammit,
Moore, Cummings, Lilley, White and Orr.

U-13
Results: P 6 W 3 L 3.

v Culford (A): Culford 60, RHS 21, lost by 39 runs,
v Woolverstone (H) Woolverstone 35, RHS 36-8 won by
2 wickets, v Colchester (H) RHS 67, Colchester 68-8 lost
by 2 wickets, v Culford (H) Culford 150-4 dec., RHS 37,
lost by 113 runs, v Northgate (H) RHS 86, Northgate
58, won by 28 runs, v Woodbridge (A) RHS 38, Wood-
bridge 37 won by 1 run.

The following boys represented the school in 2 or
more games: C. Johnson (capt.), R. W. Wakeham, S.
Duncan, V. J. Pearson, G. D. Bird, A. G. Paice, P. F.
Hannam, S. R. Gilbert, C. Gosden, N. G. Williams,
G. M. Fieldson, I. Sutcliffe, J. M. Dunford.

Best batting A. G. Paice 47 v Northgate, best bowling
P. F. Hannan 6-14 v Woodbridge.

REE
U-12 XI

The team had a disappointing season winning only
two of its seven fixtures. The main weakness throughout
the term was the lack of consistency among the bats-
men, this was caused more by the inability to build a
long innings than by the lack of technique. There were
signs of improvement, however, in the last match, an
exciting one wicket victory over Ipswich School in a
high scoring game. The bowling has been of a high
standard in all games with Page and Tesh being out-
standing. Both of these players bowled a very good
line and length which they were able to maintain
for long spells. The most pleasing feature of the season
has been the enthusiasm shown by all the players and
this will help them to realise their full potential in
future years. The team has been selected from: Cunning-
ham, Davey, Flay (capt.), Ford, Galloway, Hancock,
Kelly, Moffett, Mustoo, Page, Pearce, Soyce, Strong,
Tesh, Wallis. Scorers Gilbert-Wood and Bull.

RUGBY
1ST XV
W 5 L 3 D 1.

The team, a youngish one, had a fairly successful
season this year which they began by beating the

Suffolk Barbarian team for the first time. Generally,
the team relied on plenty of aggression and spirit, but
often only started playing cohesively in the second half
of a match. A good example of this was in the match
against Colchester R.G.S. We were 13-0 down at half-
time but won the match 13-25. This pattern was followed
in many but by no means all our games. Part of the
blame can, I think, be attributed to lack of practice as
a team. The team played well below their normal
standard and lost 34-8 at the Duke of York's R.M.S.,
and this fact was confirmed when Woolverstone Hall
defeated the Duke of York's by a greater margin than
they managed against us. The other match lost was
against a strong Old Boys side, a game played in icy
conditions with snow on the pitch. Early on in the term
the 1st team fielded a seven-a-side team which came
2nd in the Norfolk schools' competition. Finally, I
would like to thank Mr. Rodway and Mr. Gentry for
the time and effort which they put into training and
coaching the set.

The team was chosen from the following: W. A. D.
Carter (capt.), M. Moss (vice-capt.), R. King, T. New-
son, J. Naylor, D. Whyte, G. Harding, G. Dawn, D.
Waldie, A. Tilley, M. Boniwell, D. Cornwall, D. Roach,
M. Smith, C. Charlton, B. Hancock, S. Rogers, D.
Wright.

SPECIAL REPORT
R.H.S. v R.M.C. Dover

The game started with a brisk attack from the Duke
of York's three quarters, which resulted in the scoring
of a try from an orthodox movement. As the game
restarted the Duke of Yorks immediately scored again.
This, as was to be seen later, was the crucial blow
to R.H.S. hopes.

Then started a long period of R.H.S. assaults on the
Duke of York's defensive system. These assaults
showed the inexperience of the R.H.S. attack which
was to be shown again and again.

The Duke of Yorks steadily added to their points
tally up until half time: R.H.S. could only reply with
one solitary penalty kick.

In the second half there were many narrow squeaks
for the Duke of Yorks but the R.H.S. try just would
not come. Many of the Duke of York's attacks came
from defense, thus showing their overall superiority.
The scrum, led by Bodge, tried hard and gave what
it got, the only try coming from a loose ruck after
a piece of brilliant running by Glenn Harding. Chris
Charlton scored the try and Don White converted it.
The game ended with the score 34-9.

The main fault of the R.H.S. game was inexperience
in the three quarters and slow covering. Duke of York's
were superior in the scrum only because of size and
weight. But R.H.S. should have a very good side for
the return match next year, when the younger players
in the team mature.

Chunky

2ND XV
P8 W4 DO L4 Points for 222 Against 121

As the results show our performance this season has
been indecisive. We have laboured under two major
difficulties. The first is that 2nd XV players were con-
tinually being used to bring the 1st XV up to strength
when they suffered injuries. Thus the 2nd XV had
little opportunity to play as a team, especially when the
time allotted for practices was often too short. The
other difficulty was that the 2nd XV always seemed
to lack a team spirit of any great strength. They did
not have the pride of the 1st XV nor the elan of lesser
school teams. They too often tended to be regarded as
the 1st XV's reserve. The 1st XV's use of 2nd XV
players cannot be helped, but next year I would hope
that the 2nd XV can break away from its old image
and become a team in its own right; if Mr. Gentry
remains the 2nd XV's coach then I am sure that he
will eventually succeed in doing this if the work and
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encouragement that he has given to the team this
season is anything to go by.

A.G.

The team was selected from: A. Gamble (capt.), P.
Henderson, A. Dobson, J. Carter, S. Gibb, B. Hancock,
C. Gubbey, C. Davies, D. de la Plain, D. Wright, G.
Buxey-Softley, A. Bicks, T. Redmond, B. Lay, B. Brins-
mead, M. Lawrence, G. Lancaster, M. Callow, A. Tilley,
C. Wilson, S. Rogers.

3RD XV
P 9 W 5 D 1 L 3 Points for 189 Against 97

Although this season the 3rd XV scored a lot of
points, they met with mixed success during their run
of games. The largest defeat of the season was only 6
points when we lost 16-22 to an Ipswich Y.M.C.A. side,
and in fact with only one exception all of the matches
were very close and hard fought. Everyone in the 3rd
XV, both looked forward to and enjoyed their rugby,
in spite of frequent team and position changes. Once
again much of the credit should go to Mr. Edge our
coach (and trainer).

Regular players were: N. Poolman, B. Lay, J. Hearn,
J. Hadley, G. Bird, P. Fewings, K. Woodcock, A. Love,
P. Smith, P. Dolton, G. Lancaster, G. McDermott, G.
Marlon, A. Box, C. Eggleton, J. Carter and C. Wilson.

K. Woodcock (capt.)

4TH XV
P 5 W 4 L I D O .

Results: v Ipswich Trojans won 41-6 and 35-4; v
St. Josephs 3rd XV lost 16-18; v Woolverstone Hall won
45-4; v Culford 3rd XV won 4-0.

The 4th XV enjoyed a highly successful season losing
only one of its matches, and that by a last minute try.
In all we accumulated 141 points whilst conceding only
32. The success of the team was due to an indefatigable
spirit and honest endeavour. For the most part the team
played well as a unit and for much of this success we
are indebted to our coach, Mr. Oliver.

Boys who played: J. Jordon, G. Stamp, N. Thomp-
son, M. Dobson, K. Whitfield, R. Mills, S. Hammet, F.
Porter, C. Collingswood, T. Holmes, S. Williams, J.
Hadley, J. Heam, R. Martin, W. Ginn, M. Richardson.

J. Janes (capt.)

U-15 COLTS
The record of the Colts was played 8, won 7, points

for 219, against 51. The members of this team had a
great deal of natural ability and were prepared to work
hard in training sessions. It was unfortunate that with
these talents they should have to meet the Duke of
York's so early in the season and less than an hour
after a long coach journey, and their very good side
inflicted a 28-0 defeat. Undoubtedly the ability of the
Colts was shown in a practice match played against a
Suffolk U-15 team on the last Sunday of term. Since
this was limited to twenty minutes each way the result
has not been included in the record, but many critics
felt this was the finest game of Rugby played at the
school for some time.

Mr. Chapman and I have enjoyed our association
with this group and hope that they will go on to display
their talents at a higher level.

N.G.L.

The boys who represented the colts at rugby for
more than one game:

S. Watson (capt.), N. R. Cook, P. T. Herbert, M.
O'Leary, D. Lancaster, A. Williams, J. Whitehead, M.
Woolner, A. Rayner, C. Robinson, M. Charlton, M.
Gilbody, D. Robinson, P. Markham, S. Jay, B. Root,
G. Williams, D. Marsh, S. Cater, P. Beadle.

D.I.V.

U-14 XV
Results: Colchester R.G.S. (H) lost 4-18; Colchester

R.G.S. (H) lost 4-34; Woodbridge School (H) won
16-9; Woolverstone Hall (H) lost 0-50; Woolverstone
Hall (A) lost 0-28; Clacton S.M. (A) won 50-6; St.
Joseph's College (H) won 8-4.

A rather disappointing season really with only three
wins against four defeats with on match cancelled.
However, to put matters more in perspective the team
were unfortunate to begin the Spring Term with three
games against Colchester R.G.S. and Woolverstone, two
exceptionally fine sides, playing at the peak of their
form. In the other matches there was a lot of deter-
mination and promise for next year. And we did take
away Woodbridge's unbeaten record. The following
boys played: White (capt.), Richards (pack leader),
Bew, Laing, Sherry, Challiner, Smith N. Zammit,
Williams, Childs, Hook, Smith G., Ransom, Cooke,
Leonard, Parkin, Stewart, Long, Wynne-Potts.

D.J.E.
U-13 XV
P 9 W 4 L 5 Points for 126, Points Against 162.

Results: Colchester R.G.S. (H) lost 0-38; Colchester
R.G.S. (H) lost 0-34; Northgate G.S. (H) won 54-0;
Woolverstone Hall (A) lost 0-50; Woolverstone Hall (H)
lost 0-16; Ipswich School (A) won 12-8; Ipswich School
(H) lost 0-16; St. Joseph's College (A) won 24-0;
Northgate G.S. (A) won 36-0.

Following two early season defeats against the ex-
tremely large Colchester R.G.S. side and a thrashing
from Woolverstone on an ice-bound pitch, the side
recovered well and turned in a number of very com-
petent displays. Ably led by Johnson and Squires they
showed both ability and initiative, especially in the
thrilling match against Ipswich School which they won
12-8. The pack showed itself to be both mobile and
energetic, and as the season wore on appeared to be
winning ruck and maul ball with almost nonchalant
ease. Much of the credit for this must go to the small
but highly mobile back row of Squires, Stokes and
Scott, whilst Edwards in the second row showed him-
self to be a player of great promise. In the backs, al-
though they lacked penetrative power as a unit, a
number of players showed great promise; notably the
tenacious scrum half Watkinson and winger Les who
scored 8 tries.

Regular players in the side included: Johnson (cap-
tain), Squires (vice-captain), Allport, Lee, Duncan,
Fieldson, Mitchell, Wise, Watkinson, Hannam, Gilbert-
Wood, Eyre, Bowden, Nute, Martin, Edwards, Scott,
Stokes.

M.L.M.
U-12 XV
P 8 W 4 L 3 D 1 Points for 66 Against 103

Results: Northgate G.S. (H) won 12-4; Northgate
G.S. (A) won 17-0; Woolverstone Hall (A) lost 0-44;
Woolverstone Hall (H) lost 0-27; Ipswich School (A)
won 8-0; Ipswich School (H) lost 0-16; Clacton S.M.
(A) won 17-0; St. Joseph's College (H) drew 12-12.

The team enjoyed a fairly successful season and,
with the exception of Woolverstone Hall, who fielded
a very strong side, had the better of most of the schools
they played.

After an uneasy start the forwards, ably led by Eady
worked well winning balls particularly from the loose,
and this gave the three-quarters an opportunity to show
their real capability.

H.E.

VALETE
Autumn term, 1971

Carter, W. A. D., VIA, Hood, University; Collins,
M. A. M., VIA, Collingwood, University; Gamble, A.,
VIA, Nelson, University; Graham, N. D., VIA, Colling-
wood, University; Davies, C. N., VIR, Howe, Local
Grammar School; Smith, P. M., VIR, Nelson, Accoun-
tancy; Haynes, A. C., 2A, St. Vincent, Emigrating,
Australia.
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Spring term, 1972
Blake, G. D., 1U, Hood, Local School; Clare, N. T.,

4U, Collingwood, Local School.
Summer term, 1972

Adams, G., VIB(A), Blake, Polytechnic; Dann, G.,
VIB(A), Hawke, University; Dolton, P., VIB(A),
Raleigh, University; Evans, R. C, VIB(A), Cornwallis,
Polytechnic; Forth, D. A., VIB(A), Cornwallis, Univer-
sity; Janes, J. M., VIB(A), Hood, R.N. Cadet, Dart-
mouth; Jordan, J., VIB(A), Hood, R.N. Cadet, Dart-
mouth; King, R. G., VIB(A), Cornwallis, Polytechnic;
Lay, B., VIB(A), Nelson, University; Redmond, T. N.,
VIB(A), Drake, Met. Police; Roach, D. A., VIB(A),
Cornwallis, University; Waldie, D. E., VIB(A), Colling-
wood, R.A.F. Cadet, Cranwell.

Brinsmead, B. M., VIB(Sc), Hawke, Polytechnic;
Buxey-Softley, G., VIB(Sc), Blake, University; Cairns,
P. M., VIB(Sc), Nelson, University; Cooper, A. M.,
VIB(Sc), Drake, University; Fewings, P. A., VIB(Sc),
Howe, Technical College; Hammett, S., VIB(Sc), Hood,
Polytechnic; Hands, D. R., VIB(Sc), Blake, University;
Hearn, J. G., VIB(Sc), Blake, University; Henderson,
P. A., VIB(Sc), Blake, University; Holmes, J. A. M.,
VIB(Sc), Collingwood, R.A.F. Cadet, Cranwell; Martin,
N. R., VIB(Sc), Nelson, Polytechnic; Moss, M., VIB(Sc)
Hood, R.N. Cadet, Dartmouth; Sims, P. J., VIB(Sc),
Nelson, College of Education, Smith, M. A., VIB(Sc),
Howe, University; Tallin, D. J., VIB(Sc), Hood, Univer-
sity; Wilson, C., VIB(Sc), Raleigh, University; Wray,
A. C., VIB(Sc), Drake, R.N. Cadet, Dartmouth; Sartain,
D. W., VIB(Sc), Raleigh, University.

Ginn, W. C., VID, St. Vincent, Emigrating; Haynes,
D., VID, Howe, Merchant Navy Nav. Cadet; Hayward,
P., VID, Drake, Local School; Robinson, E., VID,
Cornwallis, Merchant Navy Eng. Cadet; Smith, C. A.,
VID, Howe, Merchant Navy Eng. Cadet; Smith, P. B.,
VID, Anson, Local School; Stewart, J. R., VID, Drake,
Eng. Tech. Apprentice.

Atkinson, B., VIE, Hood, Tech. Coll. Catering Course;
Brayshaw, P., VIE, Anson, Articled Pupil Estate Agent;
Brigden, A. J., VIE, Collingwood, R.N. A/A; Chees-
man, P., VIE, Hawke, Merchant Navy Eng. Cadet;
Chicken, A., VIE, Hawke, Tech. College; Goudge, M.,
VIE, Collingwood, Dockyard Apprentice; Hayes, B.,
VIE, St. Vincent, Merchant Navy Eng. Cadet; Howarth,
P., VIE, Collingwood, Eng. Tech. Apprentice; Knowles,
M., VIE, Raleigh, R.N. Writer; Murray, R., VIE, Nel-
son, Police Cadet; Quinnell, P., VIE, Raleigh, Eng.
Tech. Apprentice; Snow, P., VIE, Hood, Technical
College; Thompson, N. J., VIE, Cornwallis, Banking;
Thompson, N. T., VIE, Raleigh, Local School.

Crouch, D., 5U, Nelson, Local School/Tech. College;
Gosden, E. A., 5U, Hawke, Sixth Form College;
McNab, J. A., 5U, Cornwallis, Local School; Porter,
K. E., 5U, Cornwallis, Eng. Tech. Apprentice; Wenn,
C. M., 5U, Hawke, Local School; Whitehead, J. S., 5U,
Cornwallis, Local School.

Abbott, M., 5X, St. Vincent, Local School; Ashford,
D. W., 5X, Anson, Tech. College; Barron, J. C., 5X,
Nelson, Local School; Box, A., 5X, Hawke, Local
School; Cutler, D., 5X, Howe, Merchant Navy Eng.
Cadet; Fawcett, I. S., 5X, St. Vincent, Local School;
McDermott, G., 5X, Raleigh, Local School; Naylor,
J. A., 5X, Anson, Local School; Waldie, P., 5X, Colling-
wood, Tech. College; Zammitt, M. J., 5X, Hood,
Elec. Eg. Tech. Apprentice.

Jones, M. K., 5A, Blake, Uncertain; Lewis, I., 5A,
Anson, Tech. College, Moverley, J. R., Howe, Uncer-
tain; Varnham, A., 5X, Anson, Tech. College.

Derrick, J., 5Bi, Howe, Army Apprentice; Dray, P.,
5Bi, Hawke, Tech. Coll. Catering Course; Goldspink,
D., 5Bi, Anson, R.N. A/A.J.E.M.

Matthews, C. W., 5Bii, Collingwood, R.N. J.E.M.;
O'Leary, M., 5Bii, Blake, R.N., A/A.J.E.M., Rowland,
T., 5Bii, Hawke, Apprentice Building Trade; Smith,
R. A., 5Bii, Hawke, Technical College.

Cornwall, S., 4Bi, Cornwallis, Retail Apprentice;
Crocker, S., 4Bi, Blake, Retail Apprentice.

Paine, R., 4Bii, Anson, R.N. Junior Seaman; Quinn,
J., 4Bii, Howe, Army.

French, N., 3X, Blake, ABO; Waldie, M., 2U, Colling-
wood, ABO; Braye, M. R., 2Bi, Raleigh, ABO; Seal,
A. E., 2Bi, Howe, ABO; Dowse, P., 2Bi, St. Vincent,
ABO; Jewell, S., 2Bi, Hood, ABO; Tarry, C., 2Bi,
Cornwallis, ABO.

Brooker, M., IB, Raleigh, ABO.
Lewin, M. S., 5A, Anson, Dockyard Apprentice.
Mills, R., SB, St. Vincent, Engineering Apprentice;

Russell, S. F., 5B, Blake, Army.
Barber, B. I., 5C, Cornwallis, R.N. J.E.M.; Barker, J.,

5C, Cornwallis, Tech. Coll. — Catering Course; Butler,
R. T., 5C, Collingwood, Building Trade Apprentice;
Butt, N. H., 5C, Collingwood, R.N. J.E.M.; Dean,
J. C. C., 5C, Drake, Further Education — Local School;
Gilbody, M. J., 5C, Hood, Engineering Apprentice;
Haynes, D. A., 5C, St. Vincent, Emigrating; McCarthy,
B. P., 5C, Howe, Army; Moore, G. N., 5C, Drake,
Merchant Navy — Catering; Murrell, C., 5C, Blake,
Emigrating; Overton, G. W., 5C, Collingwood, Heating
Engineer Apprentice; Robinson, C. D., 5C, Drake,
Engineering Apprentice/Police (later); Root, B., 5C,
Raleigh, R.N. J.E.M.; Samaden, S. A., 5C, Nelson,
Tech. College — Catering Course; Smith, A. J. P., 5C,
Nelson, Army; Walder, A., 5C, Anson, Further Educa-
tion — Local Tech. Coll.

OLD BOYS' ASSOCIATION
Hon. General Secretary's Report

This has inevitably been a very busy year for me,
but with a great deal of very real support and practical
help from countless people I have agreed to carry on
for another year as Secretary, until some brave soul is
willing to take my place.

At the Annual General Meeting, I was able to report
that we had 798 Life Members and 59 part paid or
annual paying members. These figures have risen to
850 and 67 respectively since the addition of new mem-
bers from the School leaving list. As the membership
is rather widely scattered, it is vital that we keep in
touch, but at the same time rather pointless sending out
Newsletters etc. to those who, quite frankly, need so
much reminding that they are members. Because of
this, we have agreed that each year I should send out
a proforma to members on my mailing list asking them
to say whether they wish to continue receiving these
Newsletters. The last time I did this, I received only
200 replies, which only goes to show how much money
we were wasting on postage and printing. However, I
shall repeat this proforma in our September issue of
the Newsletter, and only those who take the small
trouble of letting me know that they want all our
news and information will receive it.

One of the saddest aspects of this year was the
closing of the Midlands Branch but it does serve as a
warning to those who get a sudden desire to start a
Branch, that they must be quite sure that they are able
to rely on at least 20 permanently-based members who
are enthusiastic enough to stand by the Branch for the
future. Mr. Hunt, Mr. Roberts, M. Townley and M.
Mills gave a great deal to the Midlands Branch, but
were let down by some members who initially pledged
support for the Branch. However, we are indebted to
the four members mentioned that they gave so much
of their time and energy in working for the OBA —
how much more thriving we would be if every member
was so willing. If there are such members who feel that
there is a group of old boys in their area willing to
get-together, then it would be best if they were affiliated
to a main Branch to begin with, until such time as they
show that they have a permanent future, instead of
being stuck out on a limb.

On a much happier note, we have done very well in
the Sports against the School this year, winning the
Rugby and Soccer and drawing the Cricket, which en-
sured that we won back the Hoare-Palmer Trophy.
This was really achieved by careful organisation and
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selection by the captains, and we would ask the present
captains to continue this good work for another year.
May 1, however, remind the younger members that they
must inform me, as well as the captain, that they are
free to play, and should you be interested in playing for
us in the coming year, please fill in the proforma
at the end of these notes.

Financially we are very sound at present, with our
assets standing just over the £3,000 mark, but we were
reminded by the Treasurer at the AGM that we are
fast approaching the time when we shall be paying out
more than we are taking in, and these assets will be
eaten into before long. However, your Committee will
be looking into this, and in addition we feel that it is
about time that the OBA gave more to the School. To
this end, the Portsmouth Branch have started a sub-
scribers' scheme, some of the income from which they
hope to offer annually to the School. In addition to this,
it has been suggested that we try to aim at giving the
School an annual sum of about £500 as there are real
uses to which this money can be put by the School, and
we can then feel that the money we have given to the
OBA is paying back in some measure the much that
each of us has received from the School. It is costing
the School over £700 per boy to keep him at the
School, and if one works that out over five to seven
years and takes into account the real start in life that
the School has given to us, I hope many of you will
support the idea that OBA funds should be used in this
way. If any generous member feels that he would
personally like to be part of this, and wishes to make
a contribution, I'm sure that the Committee would be
delighted to be able to increase the sum suggested.

Space and time forbids a detailed account of all the
year's events, but I would like to end by thanking all
of those who came to the Reunion for the effort they
made to attend. Over 140 old boys came, and we had a
good weekend, and many gave me a lot of real help at
that very busy time; but in particular I would like to
thank Lt. Bill Hall for all his help, and the Portsmouth
and Chatham Branches for their efforts both on the day
and in their encouragement to members to attend, and to
Taff Roberts for coming all the way from the Midlands
on his own to provide us with the very good Bar.

To our Branches, and to Lt. Cdr. Hodgson soon to
move away from Portsmouth because of a posting,
having worked so very hard ensuring a real revival
at Portsmouth, to the Branch Officers, to all members
scattered around the world, and to all recent new
members, we wish the very best and hope that you
will continue to be of real help to your Association,
and do keep in touch.

P. C. Crick, on behalf of
the Officers of the Association.

most of them live too far away, but we wish them all
well and look forward to hearing from them.

A happy party of members enjoyed the stay at the
School for the Reunion, marred only by slightly un-
settled weather. We were glad to see so many old
friends, and we extend a sincere vote of thanks to the
Headmaster, the Hon. Gen. Secretary and the School
Staff who as usual treated us very well and made us
very welcome.

Members would like to record their appreciation and
also congratulate the School Guard and Band for the
very good Sunset Ceremony and at the Sunday Parade.

Our visit to the Victoria Stakes, Muswell Hill, al-
though a little short on numbers was far from being a
disappointment, judging by the feeling by all that the
time went all too quickly, and that a request was made
for more such visits.

Our next Branch function is our visit to the Royal
Tournament, and already we have sold most of our
tickets.

The Committee wish to do all they can to increase
active membership, and we hope that all our members
will play their part and attend our meetings and social
events. Your help and advice to foster the interests of
the Branch will be much appreciated and welcomed.
We therefore wish to thank all our members both near
and far who have consistently travelled long distances
to our meetings. The meetings are held at the United
Services Rugby Club, Old Brompton, Gillingham at
1930 every first Thursday of each month.

Please do inform the Secretary of any changes of
address as this does help us all to keep in touch. To
the President and Officers of the OBA and to Old Boys
everywhere, best wishes from all of us at Chatham.
B. Pearman, President W. Ravenscroft, Sec.

33 Wyles St., 45 Mills Terrace,
Gillingham, Chatham,

Kent. Kent.

NEWS OF OLD BOYS
OBITUARY

Peter Raymond Duncan
It is always very sad to notify readers of the School

Magazine of the death of one of our old boys, but even
more tragic when it is a younger member.

We were informed in July of the sudden death from
a tragic road accident on April 24th of Peter Duncan
who was at the School from 1962-66 in Anson House.
He was only 21 years of age.

I know that all members of the OBA, and friends of
Peter in particular, would wish to join me in offering to
Peter's family our very sincerest condolences.

CHATHAM BRANCH REPORT—1972
There has been a little more activity in the Branch

since our last report. We held our Dinner and Dance
in October 1971, which was not quite so well supported
as the previous one. However, although our numbers
were small it proved to be a highly enjoyable evening.
Our Dinner and Dance this year will be held on
Saturday, 21st October, and full details may be obtained
from me.

A small party went down to Dover to see the game
between the School and the Duke of Yorks, but despite
our vocal efforts from the touch-line the School lost.
It was a very good game, and credit must be given to
the School team for trying right up to the final whistle
to get on terms with a much bigger side.

Our next function was the Christmas Social Evening,
which attracted quite a few members and wives. This
was another good evening, and the two main events
were the final of the Darts Competition and the Christ-
mas Draw, from which the Branch made a small profit.

During the past year several new members have
joined the Branch, but we have seen few of them as

ANSON
D. STEED (1963-70) is studying for a Mathematics

Degree at Liverpool University.
D. HARTIN (1963-70) has just finished a Police Cadetship

and has been posted to Reading.
A. HARTIN (1966-71) is studying for his 'A' levels at

Reading Tech.
S. TAYLOR (1963-71) is a Pilot Officer in the RAF.
G. MANSER (1966-71) is taking a course in Hotel

Management at Weybridge.
C. POPE (1965-70) has just finished an OND course in

Business Studies and will be joining the RAF in
September.

R. Goss (1965-69) was serving as an electrical mechanic
on HMS Arethusa the last we heard of him.

D. CASTLE (1958-62) is a petrol tanker driver working
around Manchester.

B. CLARKE (1963-70) has been accepted for VSO which
will take him to the Gilbert Islands.

S. LUCAS (1954-58) is self employed in the decorating
business.
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BLAKE
C. WILSON (1966-70) has been selected for a Dockyard

Tech. Apprenticeship.
V. JONES (1965-70) is with B. Coy 2nd Parachute

Regiment.
D. MIDDLETON (1964-71) is a trainee surveyor technician

for Hants. County Council and working in Winchester
and goes to Highbury Tech. on day release for ONC
in construction. He hopes to go on for his HNC.

C. CARSON (1948-55) was on HMS Malabar, and re-
turned to the UK in June and expects to go to the
MOD.

A. BURROW (1952-59) is working as an assistant district
engineer with South Western Electricity Board at
Kingsbridge, S. Devon. He is now married with two
children.

P. LAWTON (1959-67) is taking his Veterinary Service
exams.

COLLINGWOOD
J. RICHARDS (1950-57) was a surgeon at Orpington

Hospital and was hoping to take up a new appoint-
ment at Guildford or further South.

D. COOK (1956-64) is now teaching at Stowmarket in the
PE Department.

N. GRAHAM (1965-71) will be joining Cambridge in
October.

B. WATSON (1964-71) is at Cheltenham Teacher Training
College.

S. REGLER (1953-57) has been appointed to a post in
Gibraltar.

R. HALLETT (1956-63) it was good to see Ron, his wife
and daughter on Speech Day. He is working in an
Estate Agency in the City.

S. A. BUTLER (1960-67) now married and teaching at
Dartford G.S. Lives in Dartford.

G. A. RICHARDS (1950-57) surprise, surprise, Geoff is
now married — congratulations and best wishes for
your future happiness from us all — she must be
some gal to tame you.

K. HORSFALL (1964-69) working at Woods of Colchester
is being released to study for engineering degree.

R. LAVENS (1966-70) visited school on recruiting drive
for RN also on OBA weekend and speech day.

R. LYONS (1964-71) contemplating change from Civil
Service and Living in Staines.

R. GREY (1965-71) at Exeter University sowing plenty
of wild oats from what we hear.

M. COLLINS (1964-71) temporarily working in a tourist
agency prior to going up to Cambridge.

CORNWALLIS
P. ANSTEY (1966-71) has been taking 'O' levels at

Fareham Tech. and has moved to Malta with his
parents.

R. ASHTON (1966-71) is now a member of Hampshire
Constabulary and is living in Bishops Waltham.

A. KNIGHT (1962-70) is training as an estimator with J.
Dring. He was married in June.

C. HAIGH (1965-71) is enjoying his accountancy course
at Bath University.

C. WILLIAMS (1965-71) is studying computer science at
Loughborough.

P. COLLETT (1957-61) after nine years service is soon to
retire from the RM Band and hopes to go into music
publishing.

W. PERRY (1955-62) qualified as MD at Birmingham
University in 1968. After a house post at a teaching
hospital, he went off to Africa to help with teaching
medical students at University College, Rhodesia. At

the beginning of this year he joined a medical unit
at King's College, London to begin work on a thesis
in endocrinology.

P. OuGHTON (1964-71) now studying at Birmingham
University, and had hoped to visit us at the Reunion
but was involved in an accident on the way.

C. WESTERMAN (1964-68) has transferred to the Medical
Branch and is working at Haslar Hospital. He will be
married on Aug. 19th.

M. FRETWELL (1963-70) is enjoying his Economics
course at Aberystwyth and also his second summer as
a holiday, counsellor in the USA.

A. POLSON (1959-1966) in addition to playing cricket he
is also due to take his final solicitor's exams this year.

C. YOXEN (1962-67) visited the School at the Reunion
and is now working for Olivetti.

P. QUADE (1963-70) as a management trainee with the
Halifax Building Society he is now enjoying the
current boom in house purchase.

B. SILLINCE (1961-66) visited the School at the Reunion
and is still enjoying his work as a Post Office Engineer
in Leeds.

M. TOWNLEY (1953-60) captained the OBA cricket team
again at the Reunion and he and his wife and family
are living in Ormskirk in Lanes.

L. LYONS (1964-71) was awarded his half colours for
Rugby and Hockey at Sandhurst.

DRAKE
R. WELCH (1963-70) came to visit us this year and is

studying at Chelmsford Polytech.
A. MOORHOUSE (1965-71) visited us this year and is at

Trent Polytech. studying Chemistry.
R. DAY (1965-71) returned during the summer term from

Dartmouth to take part in the annual CCF Inspec-
tion. He is hoping to go to University during his
training.

P. CROUCHER (1965-70) has completel his 'A' levels in
Bury.

R. HUDSON (1966-70) has completed his college training
to become an engineering officer in the RFA and is
now at Portsmouth Dockyard.

E. ROBERTS (1965-71) is continuing his mechanical en-
gineering course and enjoying his time at Cardiff
University.

A. BEDWELL (1965-71) returned to see us following his
voyages abroad training to become a Navigating
Officer in the Merchant Navy.

M. STANLEY (1960-65) is now a PO on HMS Ark Royal.
R. HOLROYD (1964-71) is now at Loughborough on an

Industrial Training Board Scholarship.
M. VERTUE (1965-71) is working as an apprenticeship

for Ransome, Hoffman & Pollards in Chelmsford and
studying for his ONC and hopes to go on for his
ONC and University.

P. DUNN (1958-61) has just left the RFA and is taking
up an appointment with the Foreign Office.

HAWKE
A. DRING (1966-71) is studying for his 'A' levels at Bay

House, Gosport.
A. LAYTON (1957-62) now has a baby son, and he and

his family live in Waterbeach in Cambridgeshire. He
is working as a project planning engineer.

A. MYERS (1947-51) has been appointed Educational
Cruise Services Manager in the P & O Passenger
Division.

P. McKENZiE (1958-66) has been awarded a 2nd Class
B.Sc. in Electrical Engineering at North Staffs.,
Polytechnic.
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HOOD
C. MARTIN (1960-64) obtained his ONC with Eastern

Gas but then decided to join the Police and works
in Harlow New Town, and also manages to get in
quite a lot of sport for Essex Police. His brother
Michael has gone up to Birmingham Polytech to do
a BA (Hons.) in Politics.

R. BOOTH (1944-48) is senior Refrig. Engineer on RFA
Tarbatress.

A. WELLS (1964-70) was awarded his full colours for
Soccer at Sandhurst.

HOWE
D. KAY (1965-70) visited the School on Remembrance

Sunday. He is serving an Electrical Apprenticeship
with the LCC.

D. BRIGHT (1964-70) is finishing his HND in Business
Studies and hopes to go to Reading University.

J. GROVES (1963-69) recently married a Maltese girl.
J. STRICKLAND (1962-69) recently married in Edinburgh

and hopes to take up Accountancy on leaving
University.

P. MASON (1963-70) has completed his 2nd year at
Cardiff in Law and will be going on to his finals.

M. FEWINOS (1963-68) is a studio Technician for BMA.
T. DONNELLY (1964-71) joined the Navy for two months,

but then left to work in his father's pub while waiting
to go to University.

M. GRIFFITHS (1966-71) is serving on the QE2.
N. MACAULAY (1965-71) has just finished at Fishguard

and now going on to HMS Collingwood.
G. BEATTIE (1966-71) is undergoing Metropolitan Police

Training at Ashbourn.
W. GENT (1965-71) is undergoing Metropolitan Police

Training at Hendon.
G. TOWLSON (1966-71) is on a two year course at

Southampton Tech. leading to a MN Radio Officer.

NELSON
M. HUTCHINGS (1961-67) has recently become engaged.

He is taking up his appointment as Assistant Execu-
tive Engineer in the Technical Development side of
the Post Office.

R. HUTCHINGS (1957-61) has passed his interview for
the Leicester Police and starts training in October.

H. HUTCHINGS (1929-33) we were pleased to see him at
the Reunion looking as fit as could be expected.

I. WEALE (1966-70) is continuing his studies at Fareham
Tech.

A. GAMBLE (1965-71) is working as a Clerical Officer in
the Civil Service before going to Cambridge in
October.

J. ARROW (1965-71) is enjoying life at Loughborough
and finding his School Band experience of great
value.

R. COLLINS (1958-63) is working with James Fisher &
Sons in Barrow and acting as relief engineer on MV
Abertlaw. He is now engaged.

R. BAIRD (1964-70) is half way through his 2nd year on
a History Degree course at Stirling University and
visited us in June.

J. HODGSON (1953-59) will be moving to Scotland again
in August. He is now a Lt. Cdr.

S. BRAIDWOOD (1953-59) is now living in Fareham.
N. BUTCHER (1963-70) has successfully completed his

2nd year in Law at Cardiff.

RALEIGH
M. DREW (1964-70) is now living in Fife in Scotland.
I. COOPER (1963-67) is in the Merchant Navy serving on

RFA Tidespring and wrote to us from Mombasa.
M. BLACKWELL (1965-70) is a solicitor's clerk in Fareham.
R. CHRISTIE (1965-70) has taken his 'A' levels this

Summer and hopes to go on to Shoreditch College of
Education.

R. CLARK (1963-68) is working at ASWE at Portsmouth
while studying for his National Certificate in
Electrical Engineering. He hopes then to go to
University.

K. ROWLING (1961-68) is still at Cardiff doing a three
year Ph.D.

M. HOLLEY (1957-64) has obtained a B.Sc. 2nd Class
in Polymer Science at the National College of Rubber
Technology.

A. TAYLOR (1960-67) is now serving in HMS Salisbury.

ST. VINCENT
P. CAVE (1964-68) is now married and is working as

an instillation engineer with the Plessey Group.
M. GLEDHILL (1963-69) has joined the Navy as a

Writer and is now stationed at Chatham.
A. TILL (1966-71) is taking a pre-nursing course at

Exeter.
C. MARTIN (1964-70) has just completed a hotel manage-

ment course at Highbury Tech.
D. JONES (1964-71) is taking Electrical Engineering at

Liverpool. He finishes in 1974.
P. HAYES (1965-71) is taking a Navigating Course with

the P & O line.
M. HAYES (1964-70) is a navigating midshipman with

Ocean Fleet.
S. PHILPOTT (1964-71) is working in Plymouth while

studying for his Borough Treasurer Certificate.
T. NETHERCOTT (1964-70) is studying Chemical Engin-

neering at Manchester University.
J. BOATMAN (1955-62) and his family have now arrived

in Barbados after a voyage involving engine break-
down, an unscheduled two days in the Azores and
a meeting with hurricane Ginger. He will be working
on the installation of the satellite Earth Station.

F. Cox (1941-45) now a Lt. Cdr. and is at present 2nd in
charge of Clearance Diving Trials and Development
Unit, Defence & Civil Institute of Environmental
Medicine in Toronto, Canada.

PRIZE WINNERS
Sixth Forms:

VIB: English, B. Lay; Economics and Politics, P. J.
Dolton; French, G. M. Dann; History, R. G. King;
Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, D. W. Sartain; Mathe-
matics, M. A. Smith; Chemistry, Biology, P. A. Hender-
son; Physics, R. R. Hands.

VIC: English, S. R. Rogers; Economics and Politics,
M. V. Johnson; French, A. J. Smy; History, M. R.
Boniwell; Mathematics, R. J. Steed; Chemistry, P & V,
Housden, K. Railton-Woodcock; Physics, J. M. Drink-
all; Heriz-Smith, Not awarded; General Knowledge
(Open), D. A. de la Plain.

VIDE: F in C, C. Bell; P & V, E. N. Robinson; F in
C, P & V, P. F. Cheesman.
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Fifth Form:
English, Geography, I. A. McNab; French, C. M.

Wenn; Latin, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, F in C,
N. B. Sewell; History, Geography, T. J. Burgoyne;
Biology, D. M. Cousins; F in C, I. C. Barron; F in C,
D. M. Scoble; F in C, A. J. Fitzpatrick; F in C, A.
Brown; P & V, A. Box; P & V, D. J. Marsh; P & V,
D. Tomlinson.

Fourth Form:
F in C, R. M. Cairns; F in C, S. A. Carpenter; F in C,

S. E. Taylor; F in C, D. F. Beattie; F in C, S. L. Wison;
P & V, S. Macaulay; P & V, A. M. Cronin; P & V, D.
Galloway.

Third Form:
F in C, P. Eastlake; F in C, P. A. Cotton; F in C,

R. L. Scott; F in C, D. Patterson; F in C, R. K.
Nicholls; P & V, M. J. Orr; P & V, M. J. Cussons.

Second Form:
F in C, A. J. K. Bowden; F in C, N. R. G. Horton;

F in C, A. R. Bray; F in C, P & V, K. A. Booth; F in C,
G. Stickland; P & V, R. A. Squires; P & V, A. C.
Beazley.

First Form:
F in C, G. Farrow; F in C, G. D. Tesh; F in C,

M. J. Hook; F in C, G. Bateson; F in C, G. D. Scott;
P & V, T. D. Strang; P & V, M. Hair; P & V, P. Coward.

Special Prizes:
Senior Divinity, J. M. J. Janes; Junior Divinity,

G. J. S. Hayhoe; R.C. Divinity, P. B. Smith; Art, I. S.
Lewis; Art, I. C. Barron; Art, D. F. Beattie; Piano,
C. M. Sims; Nye Poetry, R. J. Bedwell; Technical
Drawing, Woodwork, R. J. Mills; Technical Drawing,
C. C. Paice; Metalwork, J. R. Stewart; Metalwork, S.
Fyles; Woodwork, S. A. Cater.

Naval Prizes:
H.M.S. "Suffolk", P. J. F. Sims; 5th Form Seaman-

ship, A. J. Fitzpatrick; 4th Form Seamanship, Smart-
ness and Bearing, D. B. B. Wright; Ship Memorial,
S. J. Hammett; Silver Flute, G. Buxey-Softley; Whale
Island, B. Lay.

Old Boy's Cup and Medal for Best boy in School:
T. N. Redmond (VIA) (Drake).

The Inter-House Competition:
For combined School-work, Inter-House games,

Smartness and Discipline and Conduct.
Second: and so to hold the First Lord's Cup for

1972/73: HOOD.
First: and so to carry the Queen's Banner for 1972/73:

NELSON.

O.B.A. v. SCHOOL SPORTS FIXTURES
Old Boys wishing to participate in any of the follow-

ing events are asked to fill in the appropriate section
and then send it to the Secretary of the O.B.A. at their
earliest convenience.

A. RUGBY 18th November, 1972

Name

Position

t(a) I shall definitely be free to attend and would
like to be considered;

t(b) I would like to be considered, but I shall let
the Secretary know definitely by 4th Nov.,
1972, whether or not I shall be able to attend.

t Delete where necessary.

B. SOCCER — 10th March, 1973

Name

Position

t(a) I shall definitely be free to attend and would
like to be considered;

t(b) I would like to be considered, but I shall let
the Secretary know definitely by 24th Feb.,
1973 whether or not I shall be able to attend.

t Delete where necessary.

C. CRICKET — 16th June, 1973 — Reunion
Weekend

Name

Position

t(a) I shall definitely be free to attend and would
like to be considered;

t(b) I would like to be considered, but I shall let
the Secretary know definitely by 3rd June,
1973 whether or not I shall be able to attend.

t Delete where necessary.
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EXAM RESULTS AND LATE ENTRIES
OLD BOYS

J. H. Strickland (Howe 1962-69) has gained a B.Sc.
Degree from Heriot-Watt University; K. D. Jackson
(Hood 1962-68) has gained a Second-Class Honours
Degree from Brunei University. C. Gaine (Nelson 1961-
68) has gained a Second-Class Honours Degree from
Surrey University.

Obituaries
REGINALD ARCHER WILKES

Mr. Reginald Wilkes who joined the Teaching Staff
as Master in Charge of Handicrafts in April, 1933 when
the School moved from Greenwich to Holbrook, and
retired in December 1956, died at his home in Shrews-
bury on the 18th July 1972, in his 80th year.

Mr. Wilkes, after serving with the Royal Engineers
as a young man during the First World War, then
trained as a Handicrafts Teacher and had appointments
first in Birmingham and then in Nottingham before
coming to RHS.

Until the Jellicoe Handicrafts Centre was opened in
1951, all the Handicraft teaching was housed in the
separate building which is now the Technical Drawing
Room. Mr. Wilkes there imparted all he knew of the
crafts and skills in which he excelled, and during the
Second World War he also served temporarily as a
Housemaster.

He is survived by his wife, and by one son who
became Ordained and is now Director of Religious
Education in the Diocese of Bristol, and by a daughter
who, after serving in the WRNS, married a schoolmaster
who is now a Classics Master at Shrewsbury School.

HARRY BURGELL WEBB
Mr. Webb commenced his service at the School, in

July 1928, after previous service in Civil Engineer-in-
Chief's Dept., Admiralty. The contract for the building
of the new Royal Hospital School at Holbrook had
then just been signed, and Mr. Webb served as clerk to
the then Officer-in-Charge of Works whilst the School
was built, and throughout its first years in use; in 1944
he became Assistant O.C.W., and in 1949 took charge
of the Works Department. Thus Mr. Webb had a vast
and detailed knowledge of the School, with which he
combined much experience and wisdom, all of which
were made freely available.

For some years immediately prior to his retirement
in 1960 he was sadly afflicted by rheumatoid arthritis,
which later necessitated the amputation of a leg. He
died at his home in Ipswich on the 8th January 1972,
being survived by his wife and three sons. Despite his
physical difficulties Mr. Webb remained assiduous in
his duties until the day of his retirement, nor did his
touch for quiet humour ever desert him".

MRS. MAY STEWART
Mrs. May Stewart died in a Nursing Home in

Southampton on 19th July 1972. Her husband, a Surgeon
Rear Admiral, had been dead for many years, but her
real close connection with the School began when her
son, the Rev. R. J. P. Stewart, after graduating at
Cambridge, where he gained a Swimming Blue, entered
the Royal Navy and served as our Assistant Chaplain

here immediately prior to the outbreak of the Second
World War, and Mrs. Stewart kept house for him here.
He, together with a number of boys who had been
pupils at the School during his Assistant Chaplaincy,
was lost when HMS HOOD was sunk on 23rd May,
1941, and Mrs. Stewart then donated in their memory
the Stewart Cup, to be swum for annually over 220
yards free style, by boys in the School.

The first race was held in 1942, and Mrs. Stewart
herself attended every race until 1969, when illness
prevented her from doing so; she was able to come
again in 1970, but that was to be her last appearance.
Her grace and charm during these annual visits endeared
her to everyone at the School and she will be sadly
missed.

STAFF NOTE
The new French Assistant will be Monsieur Herve

Robert Bloch. He is studying for his Licence at the
Ecole Normale Sup6rieure in La rue d'Ulm in Paris
and teaching English at the Lycee Henri IV.

O.B.A. PORTSMOUTH BRANCH REPORT
What has happened in the Branch in the last year?
Going right back to August last year we started with

an evening put at the "Queen Charlotte", Gosport
where there is a skittles alley. The aim of this was to
give the new members a chance to meet and mix with
the members of the Branch without the emcumberance
of a formal meeting.

From October to December we were feverishly selling
Christmas Draw tickets. A record number of tickets
were sold and the Branch were able to show a sub-
stantial profit.

The Annual Branch Dinner and Dance is our major
function of the year. This year was our 47th. Dinner
and it will be remembered as one of the most success-
ful to date. Our principal guests were Sir Alec and
Lady Rose. They, together with two hundred members
and guests among them many members of staff, enjoyed
a wonderful evening of good food and pleasant com-
pany. Tradition was broken this year for not only was
there a normal dance band to entertain but also an
extremely lively Discotheque which was popular with
people of all ages. Sir Alec himself joined in with great
enthusiasm. A third band also entertained. This was the
band of H.M.S. Sultan ably assisted by some Old Boys
and also boys from the school.

As the year neared its end June gave the members the
opportunity for a weekend at the school for the O.B.A.
Reunion. All those who attended thoroughly enjoyed
themselves.

The year has come to an end and we start the new
year with an almost brand new committee. It is made
up of the following:

Charles Hall (President), Ken Bowen (Vice-President),
Arthur Ampleford (Treasurer), Derek Butler (Secretary).
Colin Palmer (Social Secretary). David Middleton, Chris
Hebbard, Brian Wilson (Committee members).

With the growth of interest there has been a request
to start a group in the West Country. Roger Eyre has
agreed to start this group and more details will be
forthcoming in subsequent Newsletters.

Branch Secretary: Derek Butler, 57, Chesterfield Road,
Copnor, Portsmouth. Tel: Portsmouth 692242.
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G.C.E. RESULTS
A Level

Abbreviations: F—French; E—English; H—History;
G—Geography; Q—Politics and Economics; X—Pure
Mathematics; Y—Applied Mathematics; M—Mathema-
tics; P—Physics; C—Chemistry; B-Biology.

G. A. R. Adams—E, H, G; G. M. Dann—F, Q;
P. J. Dolton—Q, M; R. C. Evans—F, E; D. A. Forth—
E, H; J. M. J. Janes—E, H; J. A. Jordan—E; R. G.
King—E, H; B. Lay—F, E, H; T. N. Redmond—H, Q;
D. A. Roach—E, H, G; D. E. Waldie—E; F. M. Brins-
mead—M, P; G. Buxey-Softley—P, C, B; P. M. Cairns—
P, C; A. M. Cooper—P, C, B; P. A. Fewings—M, P;
S. J. Hammett—M, P; D. R. Hands—X, Y, P, C;
J. G. N. Hearn—Y, P, C; P. A. Henderson—P, C. B;
J. A. M. Holmes—P; N. C. Martin—M, P; M. Moss—
C; D. N. Sartain—M, P, C; P. J. F. Sims—M, P; M. A.
Smith—X, Y, C; D. J. Tallin—M, P, C; C. C. Wilson—
M, P; A. C. S. Wray—P.

O Level
5U

P. C. Armstrong!—6 passes; S. A. Brownt—5; M. A.
Callowf—7; D. M. Cousins—8; D. T. Crouchf—7;
A. S. Dotchin—8; S. Fyles—8; J. G. Giles—8; E. A.
Gosden—6; T. T. Holmes—8; A. G. L. Jonesf—6;
M. J. Lawrencet—6; M. S. Lucas—7; I. A. McNabf—6;
C. C. Paice—6; K. E. Porter—7; M. B. Richardson—8;
S. J. Robins—8; D. I. Scott—7; N. B. Sewellf—7; R.
Trowern—7; M. W. Wattonf—6; C. M. Wennf—7;
J. S. Whiteheadf—7; D. W. Whyte—5.

5X
M. G. Abbott-^t; A. S. W. Adams-^; D. W. Ash-

ford—*; D. J. F. Anger—5; J. N. Barrie—6; I. C.
Barrorf—7; A. D. Bicks—5; S. L. Booth—7; A. Boxf—

6; P. M. Bradshaw—5; V. J. Built—3; T. J. Burgoyne—
8; D. R. Cutler—6; I. S. Fawcett—2; C. P. M. Gubbeyf
—4; G. A. Lancaster!—6; G. H. McDermott—4; G. R.
Moxey—7; J. A. Naylorf—4; M. A. Raymond—8;
N. H. Taylor—5; L. Troke—6; P. Waldie—6; S. F. P.
Warren—8; S. J. Weaving—7; M. J. Zammitt—8.

Those marked t had already passed 'O' level English
Language before the July Examination.

VI D, E
R. S. Ashby—7; C. Bell—7; A. W. Blake—6; P. J.

Crispin—5; W. C. Ginn—7; J. T. Hadley—5; D. L.
Haynes—6; P. C. Hayward—6; C. A. Jeynes—7; A. R.
Lilly—7; R. J. Mills—7; E. N. Robinson—7; C. A.
Smith—7; P. B. Smith—3; J. R. Stewart—5; B. A.
Atkinson—4; P. S. Brayshaw—3; A. J. Brigden—5;
P. F. Cheesman—5; A. Chicken—6; M. W. W. Goudge—
4; B. A. Hancock-^t; B. J. Hayes—5; P. D. Howarth—
5; M. M. Knowles—3; R. J. Murray—4; P. C. Quin-
nell—5; P. G. Snow—5; N. J. Thompson—5; N. T.
Thompson—3.

C.S.E. RESULTS
The following obtained Grade 1 passes in three or

more subjects:

5A
S. A. Cater; D. A. J. Cornwall; C. I. Eggleton;

A. E. M. Jones; J. S. Lewis; D. J. Marsh; J. J. Mattick;
J. W. Parkes; J. C. D. Roake; D. M. Scoble.

5B
R. S. Wilson.

5C
M. J. Gilbody; D. Goldspink.

ROYAL HOSPITAL
SCHOOL

1973 CALENDAR

There are a number of calendars incorporating the cover

photograph available from the school tuckshop

25p post free
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Portsmouth Polytechnic
CNAA Degrees
Applied Chemistry, Applied Physics, Architecture, Arts (English, French, German, History,
Latin), Biology, Business Studies, Civil Engineering, Computer Science, Economics,
Electrical Engineering, Engineering Geology and Geotechnics, French Studies, Geography,
German Studies, Literary Studies, Latin American Studies, Mechanical Engineering,
Mathematics, Pharmacy, Pharmacology, Politics, Psychology, Quantity Surveying, Russian
and Soviet Studies, Sociology, Spanish and Urban Land Administration.

University of London External Degrees
BSc Honours Degree Course — Alternative I Joint Honours Degree in any two of the
following subjects: Botany, Chemistry, Geography, Geology, Mathematics, Physics,
Physiology, Statistics, Zoology; Alternative II Single Honours Degree leading to
specialisation in one of the following subjects: Botany, Chemistry, Geography, Geology,
Mathematics, Physics, Zoology, also BSc Economics and BSc Sociology.

Higher National Diplomas
Applied Physics, Business Studies, Civil Engineering, Computer Studies, Electrical and
Electronic Engineering, Hotel and Catering Administration, Mathematics Statistics and
Computing, Mechanical Engineering.

Diploma in Art & Design
Fine Art (Painting and Sculpture).

Polytechnic Diploma
Architecture.

Further information may be obtained from
The Registrar, Admissions Office, Portsmouth Polytechnic, Ravelin House,
Alexandra Road, Portsmouth P01 2QQ. Telephone Portsmouth 27681.

Centre-page illustrations: 1. The new ineal system in action; 2. Staff and boys on the School Cruise; 3. The
School Plays—The Merchant of Venice and Billy Budd; 4. H.M.S. Ganges display at the School Fete.
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A
SPORTING

LIFE!
To... Participate

To... Compete

To . . . ENJOY

WE are here to help you

Mick McNei
Sports

of

10A, JACKET STREET. IPSWICH 55271

We specialise in all SPORTS EQUIPMENT and CLOTHING

TRY our SERVICE

We are sure you will ENJOY it



East Anglia's Leading
Wholesale Confectioners

George Gardiners
45-47 Fore Street
Ipswich 52344

Full Range Of All
High Class Confections

To Win Top 'Marks'
Try Trebor - Sharps'

SPECIALISTS IN SPORT
THE LEADING STOCKIST FOR
ALL SPORTING EQUIPMENT

FOR UNRIVALLED AFTER SALES SERVICE
FOR QUALITY AND VARIETY OF CHOICE

CLAYTONS
The Sports Outfitters and Gunsmiths

6 Northgate Street, Ipswich
Telephone 52309

Town Hall Gunworks, Bury St. Edmunds
Telephone 4559



Moke the Special Grade
with the Midland

It'll pay you handsomely if you area per-
sonable young man with good examination
results, join the Midland Bank.
Holding 'A' levels in certain subjects will entitle
you to an immediate year's seniority on the basic
salary scale. And you will qualify for "Study
leave" to prepare for the Institute of Bankers
Examinations. Show that you are able, and you
will be put in the Special Grade. This means
that your salary could go up by as much as
£240 a year; and you would be sure you were
being marked out for a management role in
the Bank.

Make a note of this A high proportion of
present-day entrants to the Midland Bank will
reach managerial rank. You can do this in your
early 30's, earning £3,000, rising to £6,000 and
more. By becoming a marked man at the
Midland, you can make your mark early.

Find out more about us write to:
The District Staff Supt.,
Midland Bank Ltd., Castle
House, Castle Meadow,
Norwich, NOR 02A.

Midland Bank
A Great British Bank



ALDERTON'S
of IPSWICH

(SUPPLIERS QF FOOTWEAR TO THE R.H.S.)

For High-Grade Footwear
in all the Leading Makes

Special Departments for Gentlemen, Ladies,

Children and Young People

Only Address:

44, BUTTER MARKET,
Established 1853 IPSWICH Telephone 53627

OPEN ALL DAY MONDAYS

CLOSED WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY AFTERNOONS



you
can't beat

for freshness, taste and quality



EXAC NESS
The young man who chooses the
Sea chooses a Career in which
exactness and attention to detail
is absolutely essential.

Such Young Men and indeed all
who go to sea will do well to
consult Bernards whenever they
have a Uniform requirement for
Bernards tailor Uniforms that
express exactness in every detail
of Cut, Fit and Finish.

For The Best in Uniforms —
IT'S BEST TO LOOK TO
BERNARDS.

C. H. BERNARD & SONS LTD.,
63 Church Street, Harwich. Tele-
phone 2281. And at 25 Branches
at Home and Abroad. Head Office
—Anglia House—HARWICH—
Essex, CO 12 3NT.



How Frank
became an

Assistant Branch
Manager at 31

Frank left school at 16 with 4 'O'
levels. For the first 18 months
after he joined us he worked at
one of our branches, doing the
routine jobs which are the basis
of experience.
We posted him next to Head
Office where he stayed for five
years. Jobs during this period
included a spell involving him in
large scale lending work, and

Personal Assistant to the Gen-
eral Manager in charge of the
Administration Department.
He won a Bank Scholarship and
spent a year at the Regent
Street Polytechnic where he
studied Business Management.
On returning he went to a
Branch for 5 months to refresh
his knowledge, and then joined
our Inspection Department.

' A series of progressive jobs followed leading him at 31 to Assistant
Branch Manager. Frank is a successful man—and will go a long way
yet. Our Senior Management Development Plan allowed him to pro-
gress at his own rate. Start your progression now by sending the
coupon to Mr. T. Kirkley, National Westminster Bank Ltd., P.O. Box
297, Drapers Gardens, Throgmorton Avenue, London, EC2, or call in
and see your local National Westminster Branch Manager.
Name „„.....,.....„..„„..,.,....,.,.

Address.
Age..

I am taking/have taken D'O' D'A' DCSE

National Westminster Bank



for

men*,*«**

The names of the well-known-
princes, ambassadors, business
tycoons, scientists, stars of
entertainment—who appreciate
our dressing gowns, shirts,
pyjamas, ties and collars
are cloaked in traditional
anonymity

The name well-known to
those who appreciate
Oscar-winning cloths
and styling is

LLOYD MENSWEAR
craftsman makers
of men's wear
since 1857
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